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EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTERNATIONAL NEWS
AND FOREIGN POLICY:
HOW THE NEW YORK TIMES, THE XINHUA NEWS AGENCY AND ITAR-TASS
DIFFERED IN THEIR COVERAGE ON THE UKRAINE CRISIS?
Xiaoqian Li (Heidi)
Dr. Beverly Horvit, Project Supervisor
ABSTRACT
Throughout the research component of my master’s professional project, I sought
to effectively capture the relationship between international news coverage and foreign
policies of a country through studying the sourcing patterns and valence of news
coverage of The New York Times, Xinhua News Agency and ITAR-TASS on the Ukraine
crisis. Each paragraph of the three news organizations’ news coverage was coded by both
the source it cited and its tone toward Russia’s intervention in the crisis. The stories were
randomly selected from the LexisNexis database and the time period of news coverage
was limited to February 2014 to December 2014.
Results showed strong clear differences in sourcing patterns and tone of coverage
of The New York Times, Xinhua and ITAR-TASS’ news stories on the Ukraine crisis.
The impact of sources on the tone of coverage of the three media, however, was not
proved significant. The tone of coverage of the three media also coincided with the
foreign policies of three countries. Through my research, I hope to demonstrate the
difference in the way media of different countries portrayed the same international event,
and that difference could be tied back to the foreign policies of those countries. Since my
research compares news coverage of media with different backgrounds, it has the
potential to be incorporated into the current field of international journalism.
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Chapter One: Introduction
To be a journalist was actually not one of my childhood dreams. For a seven- or
eight-year-old kid, “journalist” was once a strange concept that could not be as easily
comprehended as “teacher,” “manager,” or “actress.” Who are journalists? What do they
do? What is journalism indeed? Why do we need journalism anyhow? Those might not
be the questions that popped into my mind when I first encountered the concept of
journalism, but they surely were the questions I tried to answer three years ago when I
made the decision to come to the U.S. to study journalism as a master‘s student.
When I was in college, I was so deeply touched by several great writers when I
read their masterpieces, including Herodotus’s Historia, Thucydides’s The History of the
Peloponnesian War and Niccolò Machiavelli’s Florentine Histories. The way those great
historians and writers recorded everything that happened in history was so artful, and full
of wit and humor. They were not simply recording the facts like a librarian archives files
and books. No, what they did was much more than that – they were telling stories of
people, good stories, and important ones.
So when I was considering my future career three years ago, I was looking for a
job that could give me the opportunity to also tell good stories and important ones. Then,
there came the notion of doing journalism. I read about many journalists and how they
devoted their lives to writing great stories about people, about the government policies
that affect people and about both the good and evil in people. I was touched, and I wanted
to become one of them. So I decided to go to the U.S. to study journalism in the first
journalism school around the world.
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When studying at the Missouri School of Journalism for the past two years, I
gained abundant practical experience at several school-based media outlets, including the
Missourian, Missouri Business Alert, KBIA-Radio and KOMU-TV. Those hands-on
experiences not only prepared me with a deeper understanding of journalism, especially
its principles such as objectivity and accuracy, but also enriched my portfolio and helped
me get a summer internship from the International Women’s Media Foundation.
The internship at the IWMF was filled with daily practice of new media skills,
including digital production, multimedia reporting and web design. Those are the very
areas in which I am interested and want to sharpen my skills. Anna Schiller, my
supervisor, also taught me many practical communication skills that I could use in future
news production. Although it was not strictly a journalism internship, it really did give
me opportunities to practice my journalistic skills, especially in social media content
curation and multimedia reporting. In addition, the main part of my work developed
around international women reporters and international journalism, which was the focus
of my research as well.
In my second semester, I took the course of International Journalism taught by
Prof. Beverly Horvit, and I learned from that class how international news can
demonstrate media bias and what has influenced foreign newsgathering and presenting.
Through readings on this area, I became interested in exploring more about international
news and its relationship with foreign policy.
Unlike journalism focused on domestic news, international news is a rather
different beast. For many newspaper readers and television audiences, international news
is not challengeable because people don’t normally have access to every international
2

incident. Even for Internet users in this digital era, physical constraints still prevent many
people from going to the foreign countries themselves and seeing with their own eyes
what was happening there. Hence, readers or audience rely on the news media coverage
to a large extent when it comes to international news.
This makes it very important to examine whether foreign news is as objective and
accurate as those mainstream media usually boasted. Thus, the research component of my
graduate project was designed to explore the relationship between foreign news and
foreign policies.
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Chapter Two: Weekly Field Notes
Week 1: 5/25-5/29
Greetings to you all! I started my internship at the International Women’s Media
Foundation in Washington, D.C. last Tuesday. Since it was the first day after the National
Memorial Day, my supervisor, Anna Schiller, let me work on some major projects of the
Foundation on my very first day to work there. I learned how to curate Tweets from
different media outlets, and I helped my supervisor create captions for those awardwinning photos.
For the past week, I basically learned how to fulfill my responsibilities as a
Communications Intern, including how to curate Tweets and maintain the Foundation’s
Twitter account through the cool tool, Hootsuite, and how to post new articles on the
Wordpress-based website of the Foundation. I also helped the organization design its
information sheet for its upcoming event in Berlin, Germany.
As a Communications intern, my main objectives could be three-fold. Firstly, I
have always been interested in the role of social media in today’s media environment.
During my shifts in Missourian, KBIA or KOMU, I was told to keep social media
updated whenever I found news or my stories got published. However, I didn’t really
have a chance to explore the social media more than utilizing basic functions. This
internship therefore could allow me to explore more how media organizations could use
their social media accounts to spread out news and engage with their audience. Since I
will curate tweets everyday using the Hootsuite, I will have plenty of opportunities to
accomplish this goal.
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Secondly, I would really like to get more experience with website, especially how
to use it to update posts with interactive features. As digital media become more and
more dominant in people’s lives, it’s important for us journalists to keep pace with the
times. Since one of my main tasks is to update posts on the Foundation’s website, this
objective will be accomplished as well.
Lastly, being a female journalist myself, I am in particular interested to learn more
about women journalists and the freedom of press around the globe. I plan to really get
familiar with my “beat,” that is to keep up with any news that is happening in the field of
women journalists and press freedom. I have already added several Google Alerts to
inform me of any latest information on these two topics, and I also followed several
female journalists who delivered significant works in the past few years.
For my graduate research component, since I will mainly focus on my internship
during the summer, I plan to only finish the data input process in these three months in
D.C. For this past week, I input the data of 11 news stories from the three media, Xinhua,
TASS and The New York Times.
Last Friday we had an orientation with the presence of Prof. Cochran, Prof. Dean
and Prof. Pippert, and I learned more about the city and from the alumni of the program.
I am now living at an apartment in Arlington, Va. where I share rooms with three other
girls. Though it’s not located in D.C., it is just near the metro station, which is very
convenient for daily commute. I like D.C. so far and I hope I could really enjoy this
summer here.
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Week 2: 6/1-6/5
I was still getting used to the weather of D.C., which suddenly got cold and made
me feel like autumn last week, but other than that the past week has been really exciting
to me. As I started to take on more responsibilities I really began to immerse myself in
my working environment.
I started to find some strategies in curating tweets in the morning every day, since
I set up several google alerts to remind me of any latest news. On Monday, I also used
IWMF’s Twitter handle to announce the grantees of the The Howard G. Buffett Fund For
Women Journalists. I learned how to engage better with our audience via Twitter, and
how to make the most of the character limit sending out the most information within
maximum length.
I also learned how to post a webpage on our wordpress-based and, most
importantly, how to use HTML 5 coding to change the content of a page. Anna, my
supervisor, told me that she taught herself the HTML language which really gave me
some confidence on improving my webpage skills.
From Wednesday to Thursday, besides the Tweet curation, I also created a
presentation template for our organization from scratch. I wasn’t sure how to do it when I
said yes to my supervisor during a regular meeting with all the staff members. However,
as I studied the Microsoft Powerpoint for a bit, I found my way quickly and completed a
whole template for my organization with ten different layouts.
I also used this new template to revise our presentation for the African reporting
trip this February and uploaded to ISSUU. Under the guidance of Anna, I also use HTML
6

code to add the link on ISSUU to those relative webpages on our website and customized
their sizes accordingly.
On Tuesday, I joined our Missouri group at the Capitol Hill and met with the
Senator Claire McCaskill. She spoke with us about the latest bill that she signed on and
also those of her reflections on the current politics in the U.S. She especially stressed the
polarization in the positions of senators in the Congress nowadays, as compared to
decades ago. She also pointed out the gender gap existing in the Congress as well as
female senator is greatly outnumbered by their male counterpart. Senator McCaskill also
emphasized that she was worried about the current status of journalism and she
encouraged us to pursue good quality journalism.
On Friday, we went to the Newseum and the trip was really rewarding. We saw a
lot of exhibits that demonstrated the history of journalism in this country and its
relationship with other part of the country, including war and technology.
I am really looking forward to learning more and experiencing more next week.
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Week 3: 6/8-6/12
On Monday, Anna, my supervisor, asked me if I would like to go to a memorial
of fallen journalists held at the Neuseum, and I gladly said yes. I quickly curated several
Tweets before we left for the memorial, and we set out around 10:00 a.m. We rode a cab
to the Neuseum and Anna let me use the pass of her colleague Allison, who was having a
doctor’s appointment that day. The memorial was held on the Newseum’s Journalists
Memorial Gallery, and there is a whole wall of names of all the journalists that died on
the field. At the ceremony, 14 journalists were added to the Journalist Memorial, and
among them there was Kathy Gannon, who was injured in Afghanistan by a policeman
while her fellow journalist Anja Niedringhaus fired to death at her side.
The International Women’s Media Foundation announced its Anja Niedringhas
Courage in Photojournalism Award this May, so my supervisor was very excited when
Kathy gave the speech at the memorial. Kathy talked about her understanding of war
journalists, partly inspired by her fellow Anja, and she also told us what happened in
Afghanistan to her and Anja. The whole ceremony was sad but peaceful, and some
families and friends of the fallen journalists also came and spoke about their sons,
daughters or friends. Anna also tweeted some pictures of the ceremony during the event,
so I had an opportunity to learn how to update tweets when you are on-site and how to
compose live tweets.
After we went back to office it was already around noon, I finished the rest of the
Tweets for the day around 2:00 p.m. Then, I moved on to getting familiar with the World
Pulse, a new website that our organization plans to use in the near future. Before I left for
the day, Anna also discussed about the program of the Anja Award ceremony which is
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coming up in Berlin on June 25. I made my suggestions to the content and the format of
the program.
On Tuesday, after I curated several Tweets for the day, I began to explore on our
website using the WordPress applications. Since Anna and Allison are very busy with the
upcoming event to be held in Berlin, including the program of the ceremony, they asked
me to join their meeting in deciding how the program would look like. I also helped Anna
to contact several speakers of the ceremony to double check with them if their
information shown on the program is correct.
In the afternoon, I also got familiar with the World Pulse, as I navigated the
platform and found out that there is a group page for our website, on which we can post
our announcement or other articles. The website is during its first phase of product
development, so the design and the function of the website is still poorly-constructed. The
pictures uploaded could be only seen in low definitions, and the body of the post shall
include CSS language in order for it to look good on their website.
Since Anna wanted me to add our fellows of previous African trips to the group
so that they can share their experiences with their fellows, I also learned how to add them
to the group as well as how they can communicate with one another on the group page.
On Wednesday, I noticed that most of the latest news on women issues was
focused on a Nobel laureate who made a speech about his women colleagues in his
laboratories. He said women “cried” when being criticized which disrupts pure science
inquiries. Many media outlets criticized his speech as “sexism” and showing no respect to
women scientists who made great contributions to the science world. Emotionally, I agree
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with those media that maybe the Nobel winner was just talking about his biased
perspective of scientific work. However, as I dug deeper into the stories written about this
news, I found that those labels, including “sexism,” were mostly based only on the quotes
of the Nobel winner that actually stated some of the facts that we know. Some women
scientist could have indeed fallen in love with him, and they could have cried when he
criticized them. Though I don’t know if those facts are true, but a story solely based on
the statement of those facts seems a stretch to me. Though the biologist should be more
careful when addressing speech including the notion of lab segregation, his statement of
those facts could not be used to make up a catchy headline.
After the Tweets curation, I also had a great opportunity to update our website,
since Anna would like me to add a page to announce our new fellow of the Elizabeth
Neuffer Fellowship. Also, she wanted me to update our Anja Award announcement, since
the application for next year has already started. For those tasks, I studied a little bit how
to write the HTML code in order to make the webpages look good after I update them. I
learned that there are two different coding language in terms of linking a webpage to our
homepage, one of them called “dynamic content,” the other just regular content. When
updating those webpages I also learned how to adjust the margins of each element to
make them fit together.
During the process, I also learned to use Submittable to create an application
submit page, and link that page to our website. In that way, we can see all the entries of
our applicants through the platform of Submittable.
On Thursday, I finished the Tweets around 11:00 a.m. as usual. Allison threw me
some interesting contents to tweet about via emails, so I added them to our Tweet
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schedule. One thing I learned about the tweets that Allison assigned to me is that
sometimes to attract traffic we don’t necessarily need to focus only on women issues or
press freedom issues. The one tweet that has many “retweets” is the one news story about
journalists suffering stress disorders, which is remotely connected with our organization,
but it certainly appeals to most of our target audience, which are women journalists.
After the curation of social media feeds, I went to Anna’s office to check on other
tasks that I could help with. Anna and Allison are very busy, and Anna was in meeting
for about three hours in the afternoon. Since I didn’t have any tasks to work on, I opened
our organization’s website and started to learn how Anna coded each webpage. To be
honest, at first I didn’t understand many languages she used to create a table, and write up
a paragraph of text or insert a picture, but as I googled a lot of coding terms, I started to
understand how to compose each element in CSS/HTML languages. Anna also told me to
make sure each element on our website contains a link to its designated pages, because
nowadays we used mobile devices often, and on those small screens it may be more
difficult to touch on certain words than just touching on a picture.
Around 3:30 p.m. I started a new task assigned to me, which is to add all the
reporting fellows of our Tanzania and Democratic Republic of Congo trips, as well as our
grantees of the Howard G. Buffet Funds for Women Journalists. I explored the new
territory on the WordPress which is to add connections with their bios and their Twitter
handles. I added around thirty fellows to our website under different categories, and Anna
showed me how to do it beforehand.
After wrapping up the week, I also briefly chatted with Anna to follow up on
several tasks that I started this week, and we also scheduled a meeting next Monday to
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discuss about some longer-term projects she will have me to do, especially when she is
gone to Berlin for the Anja Award ceremony.
For my research component, I continued to finish the data imput of 15 stories
every week.
This week we had an opportunity to meet with one of our Mizzou alumni and also
a Washington Program alumni, Joe Morton. Joe is currently a Washington correspondent
for the Omaha World-Herald, and he used to complete a Fulbright fellowship in
Germany.
During the mini-lecture, Joe shared with us his experience in Washington D.C.
and his tips for us on how to get the most of the program. Since he is now a regional
newspaper reporter based in Washington, Joe said his daily work differs from his other
fellows who works for national media outlets.
Joe described his work here as having great deal of “autonomy,” since he is far
away from his supervisor and he made a lot of work decisions on his own. Since the
newspaper is based in Nebraska, Joe said his main job is to chasing after the Nebraska
delegation in D.C. The interesting part in this relationship with the Nebraska delegation is
that sometimes it gets intense. Joe said, on the one hand, he depends on those
congressmen for source of information he needs to write into the stories and tell his
readers, while, on the other hand, those politicians rely on him for informing their
constituencies. The mutual need sustains the relationship, but according to Joe,
sometimes some politicians may not reply him in weeks simply because they don’t like
what he wrote.
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Joe also joked that being a journalist means to be not afraid of being a “pest,” and
willing to ask annoying questions to those politicians.
During the Friday seminar, Prof. Dean also introduced the history of American
journalism to us. He introduced how journalism developed from postal offices’ mailing
services to telegraphs to radio and television. He also mentioned the one of the powerful
tools journalists have: interview.
Since the emerging of new digital technologies, the landscape of U.S. journalism
also transformed profoundly. Although TV still remains to be the most popular media,
newspapers certainly falls. New devices rise with the younger generations, including cell
phones and tablets. With those changes, Prof. Dean said that traditional news media
shifted their battlefields to digital platforms and there news stories become brands
themselves.
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Week 4: 6/15-6/19
Starting this week, I have to manage a busier time at work every day, because
IWMF is going to hold its Anja Niedringhaus Courage in Photography Award ceremony
in Berlin next Thursday, June 25. This event is pretty huge to me because Anna, Allison
and I have been working on it since my first day at work there. Although the
communication team usually doesn’t take on event planning, the organization has
assigned Anna to take charge of this ceremony because she’s a German.
On Monday, I finished all the Tweets updates in the morning as usual, and then
Anna and I worked together in our conference room. Since the ceremony of the award is
going to be next week, we have to double check every text that will appear on our
program, ceremony screen, website and our press releases. I reached out to several of our
important guests and did some accuracy check with them. This process reminds me of the
days in Mizzou when I fact checked with my sources, so I knew how to phrase my
request so that they would not make huge edits by themselves other than pointing out the
factual errors.
I also used our Twitter and Facebook handle to promote our Howard G. Buffet
Fund for Women Journalists. Although this sounds more like PR-stuff, actually I used a
lot of my broadcast judgement in the process. Twitter and Facebook are more like
broadcast media than like print media in the sense that it is designed to roll out in a fast
pace. So just like the teaser we often had in those KOMU broadcast shows, we have to
find out the most catching line that can make the punch.
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On Tuesday I mainly helped Allison to announce our new Elizabeth Neuffer
Fellowship. I coded three web pages and revised several pages beforehand, and made the
change at noon. I also scheduled several Tweets to promote it using our Twitter handle.
On Wednesday, Anna left for Germany around 1:00 pm, and she assigned me to
several longer-term projects on Monday to help her with our digital campaign of the Anja
Award. She also taught me how to send out press releases to the media contacts around
the world using the VOCUS system.
The IWMF is an organization with relative small staff, so it actually gives many
opportunities to learn and practice. Right now half of our staff are in African working on
a reporting fellowship, and another half of the staff are going to Berlin next week for the
Anja Award ceremony, which leaves only four people in the office, including me. Since I
will be mainly assisting Anna and Allison on the digital campaign I really think I can
gain great amount of work during this time, which is really exciting!
On Wednesday we also met our Chancellor Loftin at a reception and there I also
met with several Mizzou students from political science major. I really enjoyed those
social event as we got to meet with a lot of different people and also explore more about
how to spend time in this city.
In this week’s seminar, we first talked about our latest progress at work, and Prof.
Dean and Prof. Pippert gave us some suggestions respectively. Many of my fellow
students did some amazing work at their organizations, and they also shared their tips in
how to get more involved in the process, such as to be more self=initiated, and always
willing to offer a helping hand.
15

In the afternoon, we went to the Information Technology Industry Council
Offices, where we met with the senior vice president of external affairs at the
organization, Adora Andy Jenkins. Adora impressed us all by her fancy resume, which
includes working for the Department of Justice as well as the Environmental Protection
Agency. She introduced to us how she managed her job incorporating both her
communications side and her journalistic side. She said her former experience in
journalism makes her understand better how to work with journalists, such as deadline
pressure.
In the Q&A session, many of us asked questions about how she thinks could
make a journalist stand out, whether in the competition for a job or for an exclusive story
from her. She emphasized on fair and accurate reporting which she thinks is the most
important quality she seeks in a journalist when she wants to release a story that may
have a negative impact on her organization.
She also encouraged us all to pursue journalism first and consider PR jobs
afterwards, for she thinks solid reporting skills could be helpful to finding a
communications job. Recruiters often value people’s writing skills very much when they
hire a spokesperson, she said.
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Week 5: 6/22-6/26
Since Anna has left for Berlin last week, I have been sitting in her office now to
get any phone calls for her while she is gone. It has been very quiet for the whole week in
the office as many of our staff members are still wandering around the world.
On Monday, my task was to start the official countdown of the Anja Niedringhaus
Courage in Photojournalism Award ceremony on our social media accounts. I scheduled
several Tweets about the event for the whole week and from noon I began to draft the
Facebook post. For the Facebook post I used a picture taken by the award winner Heidi
Levine, which was shot in Jerusalem, since the visual element in nature is more
compelling especially on social network platform than texts. The post then reached more
than 2000 people and gained 30 or so shares.
On Tuesday, other than tweeting on regular curation contents focusing on women
journalists and press freedom around the world, I also helped Anna tweet about the event
she is going to organize before the ceremony in Berlin, including radio show with AP
journalist Kathy Gannon and Heidi Levine. I also pitched to Anna to add picture to our
Anja countdown tweets so that it could appeal to more audience.
On Wednesday, I started out with all the tweets as usual, and I began to write up
many tweets for our digital campaign for the Anja event that day and the next day. Anna
has organized a seminar on Wednesday inviting four speakers to talk about their
experience in a café in Berlin, and Thursday is, of course, the big day with the award
ceremony. In afternoon, I was assigned to finish a whole new webpage by myself about
an event IWMF just held in London, as several staff from the program team were
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working on it Tuesday. This was a really a challenge for me, since before then I only
updated a webpage with text already in front of me and the format of the webpage
already being set up, or at least I could follow a previous example. I was nervous and
excited at the same time. As I quickly looked through our archives, I found a similar post
in the past, so I got a rough idea on how I am going to approach this. Then, I wrote up the
text quickly, just summarizing the live tweets sent out by our program team on Tuesday,
and finished several paragraphs. I sent the text to Allison for language checking and got
her reply with only some minor edits. I then moved on to the coding part of the webpage,
as well as using Photoshop to edit the photos of the event to make them fit for the
webpage. After those were all done, I asked Allison to check if the preview of the
webpage looked good, and I finally hit the “publish” button as she OKed it. That
experience was so interesting, as it incorporates both the new technique I picked up
interning here, such as coding language, and also the reporting skills I already grasped
from the J-school.
On Thursday, finally the big day!! I literally never stopped working from the
moment I walked into Anna’s office till the moment I left the office. The whole day was
fully packed with all Anja related things. After I sent out the regular Tweets, I began
immediately to schedule several Tweets to boost a final promotion of the Anja’s
ceremony before it started. I also scheduled tweets about calling for nominations for the
2016 Anja Award as Anna asked before, to take an advantage of the publicity of this
ceremony. When done with all the tweets, Allison and I began to work on several
webpage updates. First is a call for press freedom post, since a Colombian journalist who
was the Courage Award awardee was maltreated by her government. Then after quickly
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working out that post, I moved on to the final announcement of the ceremony of Anja
Award. Allison sent me the text with all the guest speakers’ remarks collected
beforehand, I needed to work out a new webpage including this text as well as some
pictures of the ceremony. After I finished the basic coding of the webpage, I began to edit
those photos of the ceremony sent out by Anna using our Twitter handle. Once I edited
all of them, I finished the webpage and started to work on the press release. As I have
already created several lists of all the media contacts around the world whose subject of
work is related to our event, I only needed to work out the format of the press release and
attach the picture to it. I eventually sent out press releases to eight lists, consisting of
nearly 20,000 media contacts. I also updated our homepage to add the ceremony
announcement so that people can be aware of our latest event.
In this week’s seminar, Prof. Dean has invited Julia Pitner, the Regional Director
for the Middle East and North Africa for Internews to give us a lecture on how she helps
build journalism in a conflict-torn area in the Middle East.
The lecture was very impressive in the sense that it showed us how hard it was for
Prof. Dean and Pitner to reach out to their audience under the constant military conflicts
in Gaza West Bank, especially the physical threats posed by Hamas. They casted several
interesting questions to us that touched upon how journalists could address the
emergency situations like those occur in mid-East, such as what information does you
audience need to know, and how you could get the information to your audience?
This actually reminds me of the earthquake happened in 2008 in China, which
was really sad for many families who lost their loved ones during the earthquake. At that
time, the hardest part for journalists was not to get into the site and explore how bad the
19

situation was, but was to get the information to the outside where people are ready to
support and send aids to the stricken area. Because of the earthquake, a lot of the signal
towers fell down, and electricity power was broken, and in some places there was no way
to even contact your colleague journalists within the same location. Prof. Dean has shown
us that according to a study, the most effective media for communication under those
situations is radio, and then television. Also we learned that in those emergency situation,
the most important thing is to also contact humanitarian aid groups and to assist the
process of sending the aids to the people who really need them.
I asked a question during the lecture to Pitner about how to address objective
reporting in Gaza West Bank where journalists have to protect their lives first. Ms. Pitner
answered that they actually tried very hard to train those journalists there to report with
fewer biases and include perspectives from more sides of the story. I would assume it is
very hard under those circumstances, as we have learned in the international journalism
class that war journalists or embedded journalists sometimes were affected by the
military forces that protected them. And also, it is always hard to find the ultimate truth
when you have civilians from both sides getting hurt and dying.
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Week 6: 6/29-7/3
As the Anja Niedringhaus Award ended last Thursday, the first major task for me
this week was to tweet the event’s press coverage clips and updated our website.
On Monday and Tuesday I followed the basic routines of scheduling tweets first
and then checking in with Anna and Allison. Since I have been curating tweets for more
than a month now, I have found that it’s very important to tweet about news that appeals
to our audience in order to attract traffic. Since our organization focuses on women
journalists from around the world and press freedom, our audience usually care more
about news on worldwide female journalists and the threats to press freedom across
countries. Also, as many of our followers are journalists themselves, news about the
media industry, its challenges and revolutions also attracts attention. Sometimes, Anna
and Allison will emailed about the news that they thought is important, and usually those
media-related topic would have many retweets and favorites. Thus starting this week, I
paid more attention to finding news that precisely targets at out audience.
I also began to make a list of all the press coverage of the past Anja Award
ceremony, since Anna asked me to update those press coverage on our website. Due to
the fact that the Award was actually announced in this March, the ceremony this June
didn’t receive as much coverage as it did back then. And as the ceremony was held in
Berlin, Germany where Anja’s hometown was, many of the coverages were in German.
Nonetheless, I still created a full list of all the media coverage by Tuesday and got ready
for the website update.
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On Tuesday, Allison also asked me to use Storify to create a post for the Award
ceremony. I had no experience with the software before, and even in J-School, we only
heard about it in the News Reporting class without actually using it in our reporting. I
was very excited about this opportunity, to learn about this new tool that could be very
helpful for my future career. I studied the function of the tool for quite a while, and
started to find elements that I could put into the post using this tool. After discussing with
Allison about the content as well as the photos that I could use for the post. On
Wednesday I finished up the post around noon and published the post after Allison and
Anna approved it. Here is the link to the post: https://storify.com/IWMF/heidi-levinereceives-first-iwmf-anja-niedringhaus
On Wednesday, our African team came back to the office and they shared with us
their stories there and we scheduled a meeting on Thursday to talk about the presentation
template I made weeks ago. In the afternoon, I worked on a web project Anna assigned
me to which is to update the press coverage on our website. During leisure time at work I
often opened our website and to study its coding and the use of HTML 5 language, so
now when Anna or Allison asks me to update a webpage I usually could finish it within
an hour or two.
On Thursday my work also began to shift to the editorial side, as Allison asked
me to edit the videos that our African reporting team made interviewing the reporting
fellows on that trip. Although those videos are not of high quality they are still workable
for editing. Since the laptop doesn’t have the Final Cut Pro which is used in our J-School,
I found it easy to navigate using iMovie. I will finish the editing in next week.
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Week 7: 7/6-7/10
I finally moved to the editorial side of my work at the IWMF this past week as I
helped the organization create a video from scratch. It was a long process as opposed to
my day-turn jobs, including Twitter curation or website updating, but I really enjoyed the
experience very much. While I was at the J-school, I took the Fundamentals of
Television, Radio and Photography and also the Broadcast News I. In my last semester, I
also covered PA shift every Saturday night at KOMU. I have to admit that those late
nights cutting and editing videos really have prepared me well with solid video editing
skills and they also gave me great confidence when I said to my other supervisor Allison
that “I can totally do this.”
The theme of the video is to introduce the fellows of our recent African reporting
trip and let them share their experience in Africa with our potential future fellows.
The raw materials I had to work with for the video are hugely limited in their
qualities as the shots are found often shaky and the lighting was terrible. The poor
qualities were largely due to the restricted conditions our reporting group was in when
they shot these interviews. The light went dark in one of the interviews because the
electricity was not stable enough. There was no camerawoman on the team which led our
program staff to ask a foreign journalist there to help them shoot the videos, so the picture
was shaky and sometimes out of focus or with bad framing.
However, as we learned from class and numerous newsroom experiences, good
editing can turn a weak case into a much stronger one. I was working with altogether six
interviews, and I had to add some pictures that fellows took to provide some diversity in
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the presentation. To get the most of the materials I had, I went through all the interviews
and pictures at my hand carefully and took notes of what could be useful in the process.
Since all the fellows were asked the same questions, Allison and I decided to structure the
video with different questions and fellows’ answers to them, instead of tossing clips
around.
After I put together the clips with good content in them, I began to search pictures
to match with the fellow’s description of the trip. It was kind of hard since most of the
pictures were taken with smartphones and with poor qualities. But with the help of our
program team I eventually managed to find and arrange several good pictures. With the
help of Allison, I also found some royalty-free music of Africa to connect different
sections.
The video was eventually finished on Thursday with the approval from my
supervisor and our program staffers.
In the past week, I also helped with updating a website and the promotion of the
Howard G. Buffet funding applications using our Twitter handle.
This week’s seminar, we had Major Garrett with us and he really gave us a good
lecture. He shared his life lessons with us and I was amazed how he started with only a
job in a very small local market and climbed his way up to where he is now.
Major also pointed out that technology actually empowers politicians in a rather
unprecedented way. With the pressure of 24 hours news cycle, journalists are reduced to
repetition as opposed to solid and original reporting. In the past when Twitter and other
social media tools didn’t thrive, the president relied on journalists to communicate with
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his people. However, now the president has his own digital media team who bypasses
journalists and communicates with people directly. This makes journalists’ work even
harder.
Major gave several suggestions to us, a new generation of journalists who still
have some faith in this profession, that, even with doubt about the future of journalism,
we should still pursue daily excellence as our priority. I was really moved by his speech.
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Week 8: 7/13-7/17
Anna came back from Berlin on Monday so I moved back to my assigned desk.
On Monday, I finished up the video for our African reporting trip this June and uploaded
it to our YouTube account (link: https://youtu.be/rDhmEzKaoQ4). On Tuesday, I started
to help Anna with our big show and tell presentation on Thursday. Since both of our crew
to Africa and Berlin came back this week, we scheduled meeting on Thursday to present
our African and Berlin’s events.
The main task Anna assigned to me was to help her integrate a video of the Anja’s
Courage Award using a raw footage of the ceremony. Since the sound of the raw footage
is not ideal, Anna asked me to match the sound recorded by the Associated Press with the
footage. For Tuesday I also updated the website for our program team since they are
opening a new round of application for the Central African Republic reporting fellowship
(http://www.iwmf.org/call-for-applications/). I also helped with sending out the press
release to all the media contacts who might be interested in this great opportunity.
For Wednesday, I continued to help Anna with the video and I eventually worked
out a new video of the ceremony with the best sound we have at our hands. The editing
process turned tiresome as it required repetition in matching the movement of lips to
sounds, with little space for creativity. However, the process certainly made me more
proficient in editing and I also picked up several tricks to make the process more
efficient.
On Thursday, Anna and I cut the full-length video of the ceremony to about 15
minutes to suit the presentation purpose. I also made some edits on the shortened version
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including adding the introduction slide and some fading effects. Then came the big
presentation that afternoon, and all of our teams, including our executive director Elisa
Munoz, were sitting in our conference room. Anna presented our video and the slides she
made first, and to make it more attempting, she brought a strawberry cake with her – she
borrowed the recipe from Anja’s mother. Our presentation went on smoothly and the two
clips Anna had an event planner do for the ceremony about those brave female conflict
journalists were very compelling.
Our program team also gave a wonderful presentation about the trip to Tanzania
and Congo, for which I helped them create the Meet The Fellows video. Since one of the
fellow reporters from the Congo trip is a journalist with the Foreign Policy based in D.C.,
the team invited her to the presentation and gave her testimonial of the trip herself. The
journalist talked about how she had an unforgettable experience from the trip, including
the security training IWMF provided with the fellows and also the female working
environment while they were out reporting in Africa. It was when she told us how
rewarding she felt the trip was that I realized I am so proud of our organization. Those
funding and reporting opportunities really gave many female journalists a chance to break
the glass ceiling in their fields and to provide a comradeship among them. I truly felt
thankful that I could become part of this course and help the organization run better to
provide more opportunities like this.
On Wednesday, I went to the luncheon that Prof. Cochran moderated about the
future of journalists. The guest speakers pointed out that we are still in the process of
identifying the business model of journalism in the digital age and one of the trends of
our news media is to become more and more specialized in terms of their target audience.
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The internet has made general news a less attractive product for the mass audience, so
journalists need to focus more narrowed beat compared to the past.
On Friday, we had the opportunity to explore the Capitol Hill and the Supreme
Court. It was just an amazing experience to see the Capital Hill building which had more
than 200 years of history. The inside of the building is grand and glamourous, and we
saw how journalists moved around in the building as the technology evolved through
time.
The Supreme Court is also very impressive, and it is just solemn and magnificent.
Though it is a pity that we could not see the justices who are out on vacation during the
summer, it’s still very rewarding to have a tour and a lecture in the court room of the
Supreme Court.
I’m glad that I chose to come to Washington D.C. for my graduate project!
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Week 9: 7/20-7/24
Although the program is nearing the end, my internship has not ended, not for
another month. So, I am still thinking constantly about how to make progress at work and
how to explore more about the city, in terms of networking and maybe going to some
press conferences.
Anna has given me a lot of tasks to work on everyday this past week, as usual. I
curated Tweets on news related to female journalists and press freedom and I also
tweeted about the Howard G. Buffet Fund for Women Journalists to promote the second
round of applications for the Fund. I also took the initiative to post on our Facebook page
to promote the Fund.
Nonetheless, last week I was so excited when Anna handed me to important tasks
that I had dreamed of doing. One is to collect the analytics data for our social network
accounts, including our Twitter, Facebook account and our website pageviews. This
experience really allowed me to get familiar with all the tools to review the performance
of our social network accounts. I am especially very interested in this because in this
digital era it’s key to keep an eye on how we are doing in terms of our audience traffic
which is one of the main drives for media’s new business models.
Another task Anna assigned me which is also important was to create three digital
campaigns for our organization using the Google AdWords. This is really a good
opportunity to learn about how to bid our link to the first page on Google when searching
for some keywords. Although this may sound like more of a PR task than a journalistic
one, it actually helps me understand more how digital communication is functioned,
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especially with the existence of search engines such as Google.com. I tried several
keywords and with the online software you could see after several days that which
keywords work the best in terms of its traffic attraction. Sometimes you could select
some keywords that cost less but with more traffic simply because you understand what
you target audience is and how they will find the information they are looking for.
Anna also said that I could work on a feature piece if I would like which in its
content may overlap a little with the Meet The Fellow multimedia piece that I created. I
am glad I have that space for me to create something, and right now I’m still thinking
about it and may start this coming week.
Here is also a link to the Meet The Fellow multimedia piece that I put on our
website last week as I wrote up and transcribed some of the interviews with the fellows of
our African trip. Allison edited a little on my draft, and most of the edits were actually
brand-oriented, rather than journalistic-oriented.
Last Friday we had a discussion about the recent news that happened around the
world. I got to learn two pieces of news that I might have overlooked on news websites
which addressed Chinese investment in Ecuador and the Washington Football team.
In the afternoon, we had a branding strategist, Jean Shaw, from FleishmanHillard
to give us a lecture on her work at this top PR firm as well as her career advice. She told
us how she balanced work and life, and she talked about how she climbed her way in the
agency. She said if you want to enter into a company it really doesn’t matter if you start
with a job you don’t like in the company – once you are in you can always adjust the
position. The lecture is overall very practical.
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Week 10: 7/27-7/31
Although the Washington Program is reaching its end, I am still exploring
different new things at work. This past week, Anna has allowed me to get my hands on
some new web projects including designing a splash page from scratch.
On Monday and Tuesday, we mainly spent our time focusing on our social media
accounts. As we have found that we didn’t have enough posts on our Facebook account,
Anna and I had a meeting, with also another girl Amanda, about how to create more posts
on a regular basis. We browsed through our own websites as well as the latest hot topics
related to our organization, including women’s rights issues, press freedom and women
journalists. As we looked through those topics, we created a list of news that we might
want to follow and scheduled them for different days for the post.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, I also helped Anna work on our World Pulse page
since our teams have now all come back. Here is a link to the page I work on. This World
Pulse site is very new for our organization, and Anna would like me to connect with our
reporting fellows from our African trips through this webpage as well. I may proceed
with this in the following weeks.
On Wednesday and Thursday, I began to work on the web project that was brand
new to me. The splash page is like an introduction page for a product with all the cool
and creative designs that can catches your attention immediately. And the splash page I
need to do is for our new mobile App tool, Reporta, which is a security app for journalists
or anyone who uses it. The App could allow you to locate yourself when you are in a
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dangerous or threatening situation, and also to contact your friends and families when
you need urgent help.
The web page project is to a large degree very difficult for me because I had to do
all the things by myself. First, I had to design the pictures and texts by myself using the
Photoshop. Since I didn’t take any course while I was in Mizzou on design, it really took
me a while learning that by myself. Then I need to design all the codes for the splash
page by myself. Since I have been doing it for many times on our organization’s website,
I thought this time would be of no difference. However, there are certain special effects
Anna would like the page to show, which was actually very difficult to code.
For example, Anna would like the page to be a parallax page, which means some
of the elements on the page would move when you scroll down, some wouldn’t. This is
very special CSS code, and even Java script. Also, Anna would like to have automatic
slideshow on the iPhone icon, which I hadn’t had enough time to explore it last week.
For now, I only figured out how to make the parallax page in a compromising
way and I would keep working on how to reach the perfect effect this week, as well as
finding out how to make de slideshow.
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Week 11: 8/3-8/7
I spent most of the past week in coding for a splash page for our new app launch.
This project proved to be very challenging for me as I had almost none experience in
webpage coding before. I was excited about this project since I am aware that with the
emergence of digital media, more digital expertise is required of journalists. A good
visualization of data or other news information can quickly catch audience attention and
also presents the relationship between different characters clearly.
The splash page for the Reporta, our new app, is basically a page to introduce
people to our app. It’s similar to the landing pages of many mobile apps, which looks
pretty and has some cool animations on it to grabs people’s attention immediately when
they open the page. The actual design of the page would be outsourced to a design
company, while we still need to present a mockup page to show the designer how we
would like the page to be. The project sounded very difficult and challenging for me the
second I heard about it. Anna asked me to first research on the existing HTML and CSS
coding online, with which I could build the splash page from scratch.
There are many resources online about HTML and CSS and I also found many
examples of splash pages for mobile apps that look very appealing. The process of
making a webpage is a little monotonous, but to create those animation effect is still
harder than I expected. Good animation usually requires a good command of Java script
which is far more complicated for a journalism student. However, after research I found
an easier way to use only HTML and CSS to create the page.
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After four days of working I finally managed to design the first webpage in my
life using solely coding languages, without any pre-existing examples to learn directly
from. Since it’s only a mockup I don’t have a published link to the page I created. I
saved the whole folder for the webpage so that it can be opened on computer and I truly
learned a lot from the process.
For the graduate academic component, I am about to finish the data input part and
in a week I can move on to the data analysis. The data I have collected so far did to some
extent confirm my hypothesis, but I will draw a clear conclusion after the analysis.
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Week 12: 8/10-8/14
Last week, I was mainly helping Anna to update webpages and improve the SEO
of our website. This is a new task for me and it was part of the website maintenance.
SEO is the abbreviation of Search Engine Optimization and it’s a common tool
for many digital-oriented companies. I researched a little on how to improve a company’s
SEO performance and found out that one of the ways is to add accurate title and
description to a webpage. The webpage will then show up when people searched on the
Google or other search engines the keywords included in the title and description. The
core idea here is to find the right word to summarize the page and attract the targeted
audience of the page.
This may seem irrelevant to what I have learned from the Journalism School, but
it’s actually closely related. When I was adding description to many webpages, I found
that I had to summarize the article in the simplest language. I had to think like a reader
and found out what he or she would type in the search engine to find for information.
This is like when we write a story, we have to think what the best way is to communicate
and to present to our readers so that he or she would understand the story.
I also helped Anna with research on media contacts for the launch of our new app,
Reporta. The kickoff ceremony will be held in September in New York, so I had to make
up a list of influential tech reporters in the country, especially in the city for the
promotion of this event. I searched directly on Google and also used Vocus, a
professional PR tool, to find reporters’ contact information.
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For most of the time last week, I was still curating Tweets and meeting with our
team of communication to discuss what the best content is to put on our Facebook page.
We decided that for Twitter, we could have some serious news curated, while for
Facebook, we would put on lighter news to attract user traffic.
I also helped Anna revise and update several webpages on our website. As I added
SEO to each page I could also see the information on some of those pages is outdated.
Thus, I helped revised those pages as well. I also revised the splash page I made last week
a little so that our designers can read more easily my coding.
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Week 13: 8/17-8/21
Last week, I began with several routine tasks, including Twitter curation and
webpage update. Now as I have been working on our Twitter handle for several weeks, I
have really found several handy rules that can help attract traffic once applied.
On Monday, I saw this news about Meryl Streep donating an amount of money to
a women’s screen writing lab. For a while I was hesitating whether to Tweet about it, as I
was not sure if this is closely related to our theme: women and journalism. It did link to
women and women writers, and it also has a celebrity effect to it. Since my job was to
create traffic for our organization, so I eventually decided to put it on our Twitter. Later
that day, that single tweet got the most traffic for hours.
On Tuesday, I helped Anna with several updates of our website. I also sat with her
through an interview with our new intern, who is also from Mizzou. From the interview I
got to observe how Anna evaluate an interviewee and what key quality she looks for in a
potential communication intern. The process made me reflect upon my past interview
experience and I could see where I might have responded well and where I might have
not.
On Wednesday, I helped Anna create several Facebook posts, since we are now
entering the countdown of the Courage in Journalism Award. Anna asked me to post
several posts about our latest Courage Award winners, so I wrote up some lines in the
comment with their interview video in the content. The way communication works on
Facebook is a little different from Twitter, as people tend to favor more light news than
serious news on FB. Nonetheless, the two social network platforms share the
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commonality that audience on both platforms are mostly driven by visual elements. Thus,
we decided to go with the video instead of pure text or dull, static pictures.
On Thursday, I began to help Anna edit another video of the Anja’s ceremony.
The award ceremony was held in June in Berlin and Anna asked me to create a video
which contains all the best-offs of the ceremony. This proved to be a task more difficult
than I’d expected since it was hard to find the best part of the speaker’s speech that could
also fit in the video’s own narrative. However, I found that the best way to edit a video is
always to think through the structure before all the cutting and piecing together. For
journalists, organization of a story, whether it’s a video or a text story, is always a key
measure of good story-telling.
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Week 14: 8/24-8/28
Last week was the last week for me to work at the IWMF. I was mainly working
on a video of the ceremony of the Anja Niedringhaus Award as Anna asked me to edit the
best-off of the whole ceremony (the link is here: https://youtu.be/cdbjs9bL2kQ the
resolution is not high because it was compressed during the upload. I will present the HD
version in my project packet).
The editing process was not very smooth as there were a variety of elements I
needed to integrate in the single video. The video needs to consist of all the best excerpts
of all the speakers, the photos of the award winners and Anja Niedringhaus’, background
music that goes with the theme of the video, and also text slides that introduce the award
and other information about the award to our audience. To make it even more difficult, I
needed to figure out a narrative flow that could connect all these elements in a way that it
can make sense to the audience.
I eventually decided to introduce the award first and then show how the ceremony
for the award was like. Having decided the organization, it really became much easier for
me to put together different pieces, and the next problem I needed to solve was only to
find out the best parts of speakers’ speech, and the pictures that could show the work of
the award winners and Anja. For background music, I used that of the two videos that
were used in the ceremony, as the videos were to showcase the photos taken by all the
nominees of the award.
Before I ended my internship, I also went through once again the digital
campaigns that I helped Anna initiated using the Google AdWords. I checked the
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performance of all the keywords and made some revisions on the list accordingly. I was
glad that I had this opportunity to learn about the Google AdWords and to actually
practice it with real campaigns. I found that some keywords worked much better than the
others and they were usually close to the content of the page that was linked to those ads.
People also seem to be more interested if they see something that was described in
details.
Overall, I really gained a lot of real experience from this internship, much more
that I had expected. I was lucky I met Anna, a very patient and nice supervisor, who
allowed me to get my hands on many cool projects that truly enhanced my multimedia
skills.
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Chapter Three: Evaluation
Self-Evaluation
My professional project at the International Women’s Media Foundation (IWMF)
and the weekly Friday seminars have truly broadened my horizon and improved my
media skills. As a communications team member, I helped with all the media-related
tasks of the organization, and I learned something new almost every day. Some of the
work I was assigned was rather challenging for me, as it exceeded what I learned and
practiced at the Missouri School of Journalism. Fortunately, my supervisor, Anna
Schiller, handed me many useful tips along those tasks, which eventually helped me build
my skills in those new areas more quickly than I would have expected. From the 10
weeks working at the organization, I also had an opportunity to learn how we can utilize
social media and our website to communicate most effectively with our audience. Since
the organization is focused on media issues, especially women’s media issues, my work
also revolved around journalism, including curating journalistic tweets and helping create
videos. The weekly Friday seminars were really the highlight of these past 10 weeks, as
we had the opportunity to meet with many media professionals, as well as some
important public officials. Through those rewarding meetings, I learned from our
predecessors how they accomplished successful careers in media industry and how they
take the new revolution the Internet has brought to journalism. We also learned more
about the current state of journalism and its future, and we dived into the capital city, as
well, to see how politics is played here. As I walked around Washington I felt deeply
amazed, and could not help imagining how generations of American politicians worked
here and how they changed the history of this nation.
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The work I have done at the IWMF could be divided into four parts: social media
management, website maintenance, multimedia content production, and organization
communication and promotion.
Before I came to D.C., I only had limited experience with digital management. I
took different courses on news reporting, including at the Missourian, KBIA and KOMU,
where I spent most of the time learning and practicing basic reporting skills. As I realized
the impact of the Internet on news media, I began to incorporate social media in my
reporting process. I worked at KOMU as a digital producer once, and I designed graphics
for one of the stories I worked on. I also used Twitter to find sources for one of the stories
I wrote for the Missouri Business Alert. However, the more I used digital tools, the more
I realized there was still so much that I didn’t know how to do or I didn’t fully
understand. In awareness of that, I was eager to get my hands on new media, including
social media management, at IWMF, and so I did. Every day, I spent around one and a
half hour browsing through the search engine, looking for any newsworthy leads to tweet
about that could resonate with our targeted audience. Since our organization mainly
serves women journalists around the globe, the bulk of the curated tweets are about
women journalists and the challenge they face. The other key issue that we focus on is
press freedom, so I also searched for news related to any jailed journalists or unfair
treatment on them. One of our most prominent events is our Courage in Journalism
Award, which is designed to honor those outstanding female journalists whose reporting
shows great courage. As I curated Twitter every day, I found that the wording of the
tweets is crucial in terms of audience engagement. Sometimes tweets with similar content
but with different wording received different levels of attention. Sometimes copying
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headlines of those articles may work, but most of the time, headlines were too wordy or
too formal, which does not work on Twitter. It’s better to have a punchline somewhere in
the tweet or otherwise it’s just not catchy enough for Twitter users. I also noticed that for
Internet natives, visual elements communicate better than words. I posted several pictures
on Twitter and Facebook to promote the Anja Niedringhaus Courage in Photojournalism
Award, and it received more views and likes on both sites.
Every day I also spent around two hours on website maintenance. Since our
website is WordPress-based, we have to code all our content in its system. This is also a
part where I learned a lot of new skills, including HTML 5 language and CSS code. I
updated webpages on our website whenever a new event of ours rolled out or a new
award or grant called for applications. I also created a splash page from scratch for our
new app, Reporta. Reporta was launched in October by the IWMF and it was designed as
a security app for journalists, and also anyone who may need to contact their close friends
and family under emergency situation. One of its function was to let journalists to checkin when they are in dangerous situations so that their close friends and families can know
their whereabouts. Also, another function of Reporta was to contact friends and families
by simply pressing a button on its interface, and this function allows journalists to contact
their emergency contacts immediately once they identify threats around them. This
process was very challenging as I didn’t have any existing coding model to learn from, as
compared to our website where my supervisor had already coded a lot of pages.
However, it was really the coolest project I came across so far at the organization because
I really did a lot of research to find the right code for anything that needed to appear on
the page. I also fixed many problems during the process, and eventually I finished the
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page more smoothly and quickly than I would have expected. Now as I graduate this
December, I can proudly tell any potential employer that I can code basic website and
webpages without any difficulties.
For a longer-term project, I also worked with our program team and helped it
create a short video about the fellows who went on our African reporting trip to Congo
and Tanzania. The laptop I was assigned to only has iMovie on it, as opposed to more
sophisticated software that we used at school. This made my editing more difficult, but it
also tested my ability to report under any circumstances. I quickly got familiar with the
iMovie and its functions, and then I was able to put together some of those materials with
poor quality and created a video with the software. From the process I also got to learn
more about our reporting fellowship in the African Great Lakes Area, and I became more
and more proud of our organization for those great opportunities for female journalists. In
our show and tell session, the program team also invited one of the fellow journalists to
Congo to tell us how she felt about the trip. This Foreign Policy reporter said she was
really grateful that she had this opportunity and she felt it really helped her with her
professional career in getting into an area that is hard to access. She also mentioned that
she felt our fellowship and our team made it convenient for them to do their reporting on
the trip to Congo, as we worked with local fixers to provide help, especially with finding
sources for their stories. I’m very proud that I could become part of this great initiative
and help female journalists work their way up to break the glass ceiling in media
industry.
Besides those journalistic projects, I also worked on several PR-related tasks. One
of the tasks was to design digital campaigns using the Google AdWords, which is very
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important for today’s business. The basic idea is to bid a price on certain keywords that
are closely related to the issue of your campaign so that anyone who typed in those
keywords would see your webpage on the first search page of Google. If the price that I
bid is the highest among all the bidders using the Google AdWords, then once people
typed in the keyword that I bid on they would see the link connected to our webpage
popping out at the top. This project really allowed me to reconsider how people seek
information and how communication works among people. I began to realize that
sometimes it’s more effective for communication if we just use those words that could
summarize best what we are trying to say.
I also appreciated the working experience in a non-profit organization. Before I
went to D.C. and started my work at the IWMF, I didn’t expect I could learn so much
from this internship. As the size of the organization was smaller than the major media
organizations in D.C., I was assigned with many major tasks. In June, half of our staff
were in Africa coordinating our reporting trip there, and half of our staff were in Berlin,
Germany, hosting the ceremony of the Anja Niedringhaus Photojournalism Award. Thus
I got the opportunity to take on major communications tasks of our organization, which
really pushed me to think more about how to improve our communication strategies as a
whole. I also enjoyed working for the organization since it provided women journalists
with great opportunities to connect with each other. One of our African reporting fellows
said that she was really grateful of our program and that she also described her real
experience of male-dominant newsroom. The events and awards that the IWMF held also
touched upon the challenges women journalists face in their working environment, and I
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learned both the difficulties that I might face in future and possible solutions for certain
problems.
Weekly Friday seminars were really rewarding since we not only had the
opportunities to tour important historical sites and offices, but also we met with many
important people who gave us lessons on journalism, career and life. We also had great
discussion about the current status of journalism, its future, and possible business models.
We also learned about the history of American journalism and its characteristics in
different ages. I was especially touched by Major Garrett’s lectures, as he encouraged us
to pursue daily excellence no matter how hard it could be at first being a journalist. He
also shared his own take on the impact of the Internet on watchdog journalism. His
speech triggered me to reconsider our current media environment and how we should
deal with that in the future. Two Inspector General’s lecture was also impressive. Their
work is clearly very important in a democratic society, and their introduction of their
work let us know that their work values prudence and accuracy.
Overall, I enjoyed every minute of the Washington Program, and the experience
proved to be more rewarding than I expected before I came here. Working at the IWMF
gave me plenty of opportunities to sharpen my digital media reporting skills, as well as
video editing skills. My supervisor, Anna, gave me great trust and handed me several big
tasks to handle independently, and from those projects I picked up so many skills,
including usage of web languages that could enrich my resumé to a great extent. The
weekly Friday seminars also offered us chances to meet with professionals and to learn
from their lessons. I hope in future I can come back to this city.
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Evaluation by Supervisor
Xiaoqian “Heidi” Li was an intern at the International Women's Media
Foundation (IWMF) in Washington, DC, from May 26, 2015 to August 28, 2015. In this
capacity, she worked 32 hours/week on a variety of projects, ranging from managing the
IWMF's social media efforts and conducting research on press freedom and gender
equality issues, to contributing multimedia content to the IWMF website.
Summary
Ms. Li’s professional demeanor and impressive work ethic, her ability to think on
her own, paired with her eagerness to contribute in a useful way quickly made her an
indispensable addition to the IWMF communications team. She has a very pleasant
personality, adapted very quickly, and provided invaluable assistance to the organization.
She has a genuine interest in the IWMF mission and showed great enthusiasm for all
projects she was involved in. She took the lead on several communications projects and
was eager to live up to the expectations of the IWMF staff.
Ms. Li is smart, resourceful, hard-working, reliable, persevering, interested, and
empathetic.

Personal Qualities
Ms. Li showed an excellent ability to adapt to a variety of tasks, to set priorities,
to pay attention to detail, and to work under minimal supervision on stressful days. She
was considerate of others' opinions and skillfully presented her own, well-informed
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opinion. She followed instructions and advice very closely while proving the ability to
anticipate and point to problems and unintended consequences in her work.
She displayed great team-working skills and a great sense of humor as well as
empathy. The entire IWMF team was impressed by her work ethic, her efficiency, and
her positive attitude.

Professional Skills
Social Media Management
The IWMF's social media activities often reach 100,000 people/day. Faithful
IWMF followers are used to the high quality of the IWMF's social media messages that
focus on issues such as gender equality, press freedom, women's leadership, and
journalist safety. Ms. Li took the lead on crafting and sharing the IWMF's messages,
particularly on Twitter, Facebook and Storify. She took her social media management
responsibilities very seriously and quickly learned to maximize the reach and impact of
each message.
Ms. Li utilized various analytics tools to keep track of the IWMF’s reach and
impact on its social media platforms and its website.

Multimedia
The IWMF's website presents information in textual, graphic and audio-visual
formats. Ms. Li showed great talent in arranging the various elements of multi-media web
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content in ways that attract and expand web traffic. She was instrumental in editing
numerous videos for the IWMF YouTube channel.

Website
Ms. Li has a firm grasp of web technology. She developed an excellent
understanding of WordPress, the content management system for the IWMF website.
Over the course of the internship, she became very comfortable using HTML and CSS to
create web pages and publish multi-media content on the IWMF website. She also
created a highly complex HTML/CSS mockup for the splash page of the IWMF’s
forthcoming mobile app Reporta™.

Communications/PR
The IWMF’s communications efforts include targeted global media outreach. Ms.
Li created comprehensive contact lists in the IWMF’s media contact database Vocus to
ensure distribution of press releases to relevant members of the news industry.
As a Google Grantee, the IWMF receives $10,000/month worth of free
advertising on Google’s search engine. Ms. Li acquainted herself with the complex
Google AdWords platform and created ad campaigns to drive increased traffic to the
IWMF website.

Research
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All IWMF communications projects include an element of research – ranging
from quickly finding the latest news about a specific subject to getting a multi-level, 360°
view of an issue that usually involves a country's press freedom and gender equality
situation, the personal story of a female journalist, as well as ongoing conflicts, breaking
news stories, and world events. Ms. Li's background in journalism became instantly
apparent in her efficient and thorough approach to conducting research, as well as her
ability to evaluate and present the results of her research.

Administrative Tasks
The IWMF team does not include administrative staff and while everyone usually
takes care of their own administrative needs, interns are sometimes asked to assist with
basic office management projects. Ms. Li did so with enthusiasm, tremendous attention to
detail, and great reliability.

Testimonials
“I am sad to see Heidi go. I don't consider her an intern but a colleague. She
required very little supervision, and took on responsibility for many aspects of the
IWMF's daily communications efforts. She handled several projects autonomously while
I was out of the office on business travel. Her impressive cognitive skills and her interest
in all aspects of the IWMF mission made her a great partner in collaborative projects. She
was eager to learn and use new skills. I have no doubt that she is a valuable asset to any
future employer, and will be very successful in her professional career.”
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- Communications Strategist Anna Schiller
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Chapter Four: Physical Evidence
Webpages:
http://www.iwmf.org/our-impact/anja-niedringhaus-courage-in-photojournalismaward/2015-award/award-press-coverage/
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http://www.iwmf.org/call-for-applications/
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http://www.iwmf.org/iwmf-hosts-first-hostile-environments-training-forcongolese-reporters-in-goma/
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http://www.iwmf.org/news-reporting-is-gender-a-factor/
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http://www.iwmf.org/heidi-levine-receives-first-iwmf-anja-niedringhaus-couragein-photojournalism-award/
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http://www.iwmf.org/our-impact/anja-niedringhaus-courage-in-photojournalismaward/courage-in-photojournalism-award/nomination/
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http://www.iwmf.org/meet-the-congo-fellows/
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http://www.iwmf.org/our-impact/training/elizabeth-neuffer-fellowship/fellows/
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http://www.iwmf.org/meera-srinivasan-201516/
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http://www.iwmf.org/events/
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http://www.iwmf.org/about-us/iwmf-alumni/
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http://www.iwmf.org/our-impact/howard-g-buffett-fund-for-women-journalists/
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http://www.iwmf.org/iwmf-announces-inaugural-grantees-of-the-howard-gbuffett-fund-for-women-journalists/
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https://www.worldpulse.com/en/community/groups/international-womensmedia-foundation
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https://www.worldpulse.com/en/community/groups/international-womensmedia-foundation/posts/37437
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https://storify.com/IWMF/heidi-levine-receives-first-iwmf-anja-niedringhaus
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70
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Splash page I made from scratch (Can only be opened after download, and the
file is ‘splash2”):
http://www.megafileupload.com/978h/mockup_new.zip
Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDhmEzKaoQ4
https://youtu.be/cdbjs9bL2kQ
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Tweets:
See APPENDIX.
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Chapter Five: Research Component
Introduction
As the Ukraine crisis escalated, scholars (Sirinyok-Dolgaryova, 2014, p. 20, 34)
found that media around the globe were all covering the ongoing crisis with their own
focuses and news frames. The differences in news coverage might be traced back to the
different foreign policies these countries have adopted regarding the Ukraine crisis. Has
the tension among Russia and Western countries affected their media’s coverage on this
crisis, and does their coverage rely on official sources who stand for the government
policy? Also, with China being a third party in this crisis, how would Chinese media’s
portrayal of the crisis be affected by China’s foreign policy?
With those questions in mind, this research is aimed at examining three countries’
media coverage on the Ukraine Crisis, and the selected media include the independent
New York Times of the U.S. and two state-owned news organizations, the Xinhua News
Agency of China and the Informatsionnoye agentstvo Rossii TASS (TASS) of Russia.
These news media are considered the most influential in each country (McCombs &
Reynolds, 1994, p. 12; Hong, 2011, p. 381; Xin, 2006, p. 49; Eckler & Kalyango, 2012,
p. 41).
The Ukraine Crisis has attracted the world’s attention and significant news
coverage since early February 2014, when protests against Ukraine’s then-president,
Viktor Yanukovych, broke out. The crisis in Ukraine began on November 21, 2013, when
then-president Yanukovych postponed the Association Agreement with the European
Union.
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Background on the crisis
Since Viktor Yushchenko was declared to be the Ukraine president after the
Orange Revolution in Ukraine in 2004, Ukraine had been seeking a closer relationship
with the West, such as gaining membership in NATO (Tsygankov 2015, p. 282). Wolff
(2015) found that, after the fall of Berlin Wall, NATO had adopted an expansion policy
that includes Ukraine and excludes Russia (p. 1107), and the policy was strengthened
further after the 9/11 attack to build an anti-terrorist front (p. 1108). However, since the
end of the Cold War, Russian nationalists had called for “re-unification” of all Russian
lands in the former Soviet space, including Ukraine (Tsygankov 2015, p. 280). Auer
(2015) argued that the hegemonic policy that Russia had adopted in its “near abroad” and
in the annexation of Crimea was just part of its plan to impose order within the region (p.
964). Not until February 2010, when Yanukovych was elected the new president, did
Russia begin to improve its relations with Ukraine (Tsygankov 2015, p. 284). Russia
continuously lured Ukraine with gas discounts in the hope of pulling Ukraine away from
NATO, and, in November 2013, Russia offered Ukraine another major discount on
energy prices and pledged $15 billion in aid (p. 284). As a result, Yanukovych postponed
the Association Agreement with the EU, which had aimed to establish a political and
economic association between the two parties.
Yanukovych’s decision was perceived as the leadership’s unwillingness to join
the European Union and led to the Euromaidan, which was a wave of demonstrations and
civil unrest in Maidan Nezalezhnosti (“Independence Square”) in Kiev, demanding closer
European integration (Tsygankov, 2015, 284-285). Yanukovych was ousted by the
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protesters on February 22, 2014, and, on May 29, 2014, Petro Poroshenko was elected to
be the new Ukraine president.
Tsygankov (2015) argued that, as a response to the West’s previous support for
color revolutions in former Soviet nations, such as the Orange Revolution in Ukraine and
the Rose Revolution in Georgia, Russia eventually annexed Crimea in March 2014 after
Crimea’s referendum (p. 280), claiming to “guarantee the rights of the Russian-speaking
population in the southeast of Ukraine.”1 Tsygankov (2014) also argued that Russia
tended to adopt a nationalist and assertive foreign policy toward Ukraine that emphasized
the “brotherly” cultural and historical ties between Russia and Ukraine, as well as their
shared geographical borders (p. 2).
For the U.S., however, the Ukraine crisis was seen as a new threat to NATO
(Ruhle, 2015, p. 81), and on March 19, 2014, U.S. Vice President Joe Biden responded to
Russia’s intervention, saying “as long as Russia continues on this dark path, they will
face increasing political and economic isolation.”2 On March 17, the EU and the U.S.
banned several officials from Russia and Ukraine from travelling to the EU and the U.S.,
and froze their assets after the annexation.3 Ruhle (2015) argued that the West felt
threatened by Russia’s intervention in the Ukraine crisis and responded with the
Readiness Action Plan (p. 82), which calls for increasing the readiness level of NATO’s
reaction forces in Central and Eastern Europe. As the leader of NATO, the United States
played a key role in this plan (p. 84).

1

Ukraine crisis & Crimea dominate Putin's annual call-in with Russian people – summary. ITAR-TASS
http://csis.org/ukraine/crimea.htm
3
http://csis.org/ukraine/crimea.htm
2
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As a third party, China remained relatively neutral on the issue of Ukraine crisis.
However, some scholars found that China may have become a “reluctant” ally of Russia
(Yu, 2014, p. 8; Kuznetsov, 2014, p. 51). On the one hand, on March 15, Chinese Prime
Minister Li Keqiang stated that China respects Ukraine’s “independence, sovereignty and
territorial integrity.”4 On the other hand, China’s interest in Ukraine has also been greatly
affected by the crisis, as it could have secured $8 billion loan package to Ukraine which
was cancelled after President Yanukovych was toppled (p. 8). China and Russia have
long forged a close relationship in both military cooperation and economic partnership,
and, in fact, China and Russia signed a thirty-year, $400 billion gas deal on May 21,
2014, which was further expanded in November 20145.

4
5

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-11-10/russia-china-add-to-400-billion-gas-deal-withaccord
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Literature Review
U.S. media and foreign policies
In the realm of international news, scholars have debated whether news media or
government sets the agenda of foreign policy. One of the major assertions scholars have
made about the U.S. media is that news coverage on foreign affairs tends to reflect the
country’s foreign policy (Wood & Peake, 1998, p. 73; Herman, 1993, p. 45). Herman
(1993) argued that among all the news topics, foreign affairs is the one on which the U.S.
media support their government policy the most (p. 23). Robinson (2002) found that
policy makers tend to influence media coverage toward stances more favorable to them
(p. 120).
Some scholars also found direct links between news coverage and U.S. foreign
policy. Bennett (1990) developed the “indexing” theory by examining closely the media’s
coverage on U.S. policy on Nicaragua in the mid-1980s (p. 112), and he found that news
media tend to mirror, or “index,” the government debate and merely reflect the ideas and
opinion presented in the debate (Bennett, 1990, p. 106). Mermin (1999) also used the
“indexing” theory in his study on media coverage of U.S. military intervention in the
post-Vietnam era (p. 12), and argued that the reliance of media on indexing government
debate is significant (p. 100). Mermin concluded that in foreign policy coverage, there
were no independent perspectives other than the ones reflected in the policy debate (p.
143).
Some scholars looked beyond government structures and focused on the impact of
ideology and political culture on media coverage. Rachlin (1988) noted that the U.S.
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press’s presentation of news events related to the Soviet Union has demonstrated the
great influence of the U.S. administration and the political culture of America (p. 93).
Scholars have also focused on The New York Times’ coverage and its relationship
with the U.S. foreign policy. Some scholars found that The New York Times relied on
government sources when reporting on foreign affairs (Herman, 1993, p. 26; Entman,
1991, p. 25). Herman (1993) stated that both The New York Times and The Washington
Post depended heavily on official sources for international news (p. 26).
In his study on the framing of the Times’ coverage on the Korean Air Lines flight
shot down by the Soviet Union and Iran Air flight shot down by the U.S. Army, Entman
(1991) also noted that “for breaking foreign news, official sources in the White House,
State Department, Pentagon, and other administration outposts hold the commanding
influence” (p. 25).
However, some scholars disputed the accusation that The New York Times has
always been a passive participant in foreign policy when reporting on foreign news. In his
book on The New York Times coverage of the U.S. foreign policy, Barry (1990) argued
that the distinction between passive and active participant would be meaningless if we
don’t take into account the different stages of foreign policy. Barry studied five cases of
U.S. foreign policy, including the Bay of Pigs, U.S. combat in Vietnam, the Cambodian
incursion, the Iran hostage crisis and the 1982-84 intervention in Lebanon. He argued that
although the Times reported more consistently in favor of government policy when policy
was still in the formulation and execution stages, the Times actually used more foreign
officials and appeared more active in the outcome stage (p. 143).
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Van Belle (2010) found that the U.S. government is more affected by The New
York Times’ coverage on U.S. foreign aid allocations than by the U.S. television news (p.
278). Bartel (1996) also found that The New York Times may influence the congressional
activities indirectly by either stimulating executive branch activities, which “in turn
prompt congressional responses a few days later,” or stimulating more ABC News
coverage, which helps trigger congressional responses a week later (p. 12).
Sirinyok-Dolgaryova (2014) also discovered that the Times covered the Ukraine
crisis with a range of perspectives toward Ukraine, from positive to negative ones (p. 20).
Sirinyok-Dolgaryova also noted that the Times used op-eds with negative sentiments over
Russia’s annexation of Crimea (p. 20).
US media and sourcing
Many scholars have recognized the impact of sources on newsgathering of the
U.S. media (Gans, 1979, p. 144-145; Mermin, 1997, p. 388; Rachlin, 1988, p. 131; Sigal,
1973, p. 123-124; Hallin, 1986, p. 8; Wood and Peake, 1998, p. 175; Bennett, 1990,
p.114; Soley, 1992, p. 76). Gans (p. 116) compared the relationship between sources and
journalists to a dance, and noted that reporters tend to rely on sources who can provide
information on a regular basis, and public officials, including the president, become the
best available and suitable sources in this sense (p. 144-145).
Many scholars also noticed the dominance of official sources in U.S. media
coverage, including The New York Times’ coverage on the Nicaraguan contras (Bennett
1990, p. 116). Sigal (1973) argued that many reporters depended on official sources (p.
54), and the “organizational routines and bureaucratic politics” have a great influence on
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the shaping of news (p. 119). He stated that “nearly one-half of all the sources cited in the
sample of The New York Times and The Washington Post page-one stories” relied on
official sources of the U.S. government (p. 123-124). Soley (1992) also asserted the
“systematic biases” in the choice of sources by journalists (p. 17), which was reflected in
the dependence on government officials.
Kern et al. (1983) stated in their study that the use of non-official sources may
indicate challenges raised against dominant news frames, and they used sourcing patterns
of news coverage on the crises during Kennedy’s presidency to measure the influence of
different types of sources (p. 7). Kern et al. found that for most of the cases, the press was
a reflective institution that reflects the views of other political actors on foreign policy
issues (p. 196).
Zelizer, Park and Gudelunas (2002) examined sourcing patterns of three U.S.
newspapers, The New York Times, The Washington Post and the Chicago Tribune (p.
287). They compared the sources used by the three media on the Middle East coverage
across three attributes: the rank of sources consulted (high or low rank), the explicitness
of sources consulted (anonymous or named) and the nationality of sources consulted
(Israeli, Palestinian and U.S./other as an individual category) (p. 292). They found that
The New York Times relied mostly on U.S. sources when citing anonymously, as
compared to Palestinian or Israeli sources. The New York Times was also more likely to
use non-official sources when it cited from Palestinian, non-anonymous sources (p. 301).
They also found that the Times tended to quote more U.S. sources than foreign sources.
They also concluded that the Times’ coverage on the Middle East showed more bias in
favor of Israel than objective reporting (p. 303).
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Comparative sourcing studies
Although many scholars have focused on media coverage within the U.S. or other
single countries, there are few studies with cross-country comparisons that could reflect
some universal characteristics shared by different countries’ media. One of the exceptions
was the study by Horvit (2006) on the Iraq War debate coverage, and she compared
media coverage of AP, Agence France Presse, Reuters, Xinhua, ITAR-TASS and Inter
Press Service (p. 427). Horvit categorized sources by their nationalities and status as
governmental sources (p. 433) and found that there is indeed a West vs. non-West bias in
sourcing for the news media (p. 438). The non-Western news media tended to cite more
non-Western sources, and Western news media tended to cite more Western sources (p.
438).
Horvit (2006) also found that Xinhua’s reporting on the Iraq War reflected less
dependence on official sources than The Associated Press, the presumably more
independent counterpart of Xinhua (p. 441). She also noted that Xinhua’s coverage was
more balanced in terms of its use of Western sources and non-Western sources than the
Associated Press and ITAR-TASS, as it cited Western sources for 46 times and nonWestern sources 52 times in total (p. 438).
Horvit (2006) also noted that the coverage of ITAR-TASS on the Iraq War used
mostly Russian official sources, which accounted for more than half its sources (p. 434),
and she also found that ITAR-TASS, of the six news agencies examined, reflected a
strong nationalistic and regional bias (p. 437-438).
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In their comparative study on framing strategies of Xinhua, Reuters and AP,
Zeng, Zhou and Li (2015) have found that Xinhua’s news coverage greatly relied on
official sources (p. 61). Zeng, Zhou and Li focused their research on the “July 5th”
Urumqi event in 2009, a sensitive topic for the Chinese government, and discovered that
Xinhua’s coverage of the event was hugely constrained due to its limited freedom in
information distribution (p. 66).
History of Xinhua
Many scholars have examined the role of the Xinhua News Agency in Chinese
foreign policy, and most of them have asserted a close relationship between the news
agency and Chinese government (Xin, 2006, p. 47; Chan & Lee, 1991, p. 307; Elliott,
1997, p. 11-13; Chu, 1999, p. 32). Scholars have also found Xinhua’s dual
responsibilities in its past and its role in both propaganda and diplomacy (Dial, 1976, p.
302; Shambaugh, 2007, p. 44).
Dial (1976) examined how the Xinhua News Agency, identified as The New
China News Agency in his study, functioned as a dual-missioned agency in China before
the opening and reform in the 80s, as both a media and also a diplomatic branch of the
central government (p. 302-303). He noted that Chinese foreign correspondents often
“assumed negotiating roles (p. 303)” in foreign affairs between China and other
countries, and the agency’s publications were presumed to be “internal” materials that
served at the elites in China who made decisions on foreign policies (p. 308).
In a historical analysis on Xinhua’s Hong Kong branch, Chu (1999) stated that the
Xinhua News Agency bore a dual function as a “diplomatic liaison” with Hong Kong (p.
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32). In his historical study on Xinhua and Chinese newspapers, Xin (2006) also found
that in the early years when the Xinhua News Agency was firstly established, it was
“politically motivated” (p. 47), and it was the “only legitimate national news agency” (p.
49).
In his historical study on China’s propaganda system from 1980s to 2004,
Shambaugh (2007) also noted Xinhua’s role in disseminating the Communist Party and
state propaganda, and he found that the news agency functions as a part of the State
Council and integrates party propaganda guidance in its daily news coverage (p. 44).
However, many scholars noted the changes that Xinhua has undergone for the
past decades. Elliott (1997) noted that the news tended to be more about the future, less
negative and less subjective in the 1980s compared to the 1950s (p. 11-13). Xin (2006)
stated that because of the commercialization of the media in China from 1990s to 2003,
Xinhua became more professional in journalism, providing more investigative stories on
corruption and fraudulent business practices to compete with the metropolitan networks
(p. 59).
Hong (2011) found in his historical study on Xinhua that, since 1978, the agency
has transformed from a pure propaganda apparatus of the Chinese Communist Party to a
media with multiple functions, including serving society and the public with news and
information, and making profits as a commercial entity (391).
Keck and Tiezzi (2015) found out that Xinhua has covered the Ukraine crisis by a
relative neutral tone (p. 165), but in its commentary section, it also depicted the crisis
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with a stance more favorable toward Russia (p. 165-166). They also noted that Xinhua’s
news coverage paid minimal attention to China’s role in the Ukraine crisis (p. 166).
History of ITAR-TASS
Scholarship has revealed that ITAR-TASS (Informatsionnoye agentstvo Rossii
TASS), a Russian news agency, constantly maintains a close relationship with the
Russian government (Camaj, 2010, p. 649; Rantanen & Vartanova, 1995, p. 218).
Schwartz (1970) found that TASS, just like the news agencies from other
communist countries, served mostly the government, as the latter owned and controlled
the former. Consequently, it wasn’t profit-driven at all (p. 743). Alleyne and Wagner
(1993) stated that TASS, controlled by the government, functioned more as “an
instrument of Soviet domestic and foreign policy” (p. 41). They also noted that the
agency started to become diversified and technical in the 1980s as it was required by the
government to focus more on “what can be taken out of Western life and introduced into
the Soviet Union” (p. 46). Michiewicz (1981) noted that TASS operated under the
supervision of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet government, and it was producing
news both within the Soviet Union and abroad (p. 52).
Other than its coverage, TASS’ function as part of the Russian government was
also examined by many scholars, as well as its transformation into ITAR-TASS in 1992,
and some found that the Russian then-president Boris Yeltsin re-defined the status of
TASS in English and changed its name into ITAR-TASS (Rantanen & Vartanova, 1995,
p. 213). Some scholars have found that since the agency was renamed as ITAR-TASS, it
underwent some changes, but it also kept some traditions.
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Rantanen and Vartanova (1995) noted that ITAR-TASS adopted a more Western
style in its coverage, though its operations did not change greatly since its transformation.
It is still exempt from taxes, and it has access to the government’s communication
technology (p. 214). Camaj (2010) noted in his study of 2006-2007, ITAR-TASS
journalists still play more of a commentary role as they interpreted more than just
presenting the facts (p. 649).
In their comparative content analysis on the coverage of the 2008 Russia-Georgia
conflict, Eckler and Kalyango (2012) found that ITAR-TASS’ coverage of the conflict
reflected the news agency’s propagandistic approach in portraying this conflict. Eckler
and Kalyango found that the most prominent theme was that of Russia’s success in the
war and Georgia’s defeat, which demonstrated its bias toward Russia’s military
intervention in Georgia (p. 43).
As for Ukraine crisis, Berglund (2015) noted that Russian media portrayed
Euromaidan as a conspiracy led by the U.S. and European Union instead of simply a
protest; they also misstated the position of the Ukraine government, the international
community and international law (p. 507). Sirinyok-Dolgaryova (2014) also noted that
propaganda permeated Russian media coverage on the Ukraine crisis (p. 20), and
“misleading and unfair reporting” was found in whatever platform, print, broadcasting or
online (p. 34).
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Research Questions
This research will also focus on comparison of three media: The New York Times,
the Xinhua News Agency and Informatsionnoye agentstvo Rossii TASS (TASS). The
New York Times is an independent news organization based in the United States, while
both the Xinhua News Agency and TASS are state-owned media based in China and
Russia, respectively.
RQ1 – How do sourcing patterns differ across The New York Times, Xinhua and ITARTASS on the Ukraine crisis? Do they differ in the degree to which they rely on official
sources? Do they rely more on sources from their own countries?
H1: The New York Times, Xinhua and TASS will cite more official sources than nonofficial sources.
H2: Russian sources will dominate TASS’ news coverage on the Ukraine crisis.
RQ2 –How do sources differ in the tone of their coverage regarding Russia’s intervention
in the Ukraine crisis? Does the news coverage favor the organizations’ home countries’
foreign policies?
H3: There were more positive paragraphs in TASS’ stories toward Russia’s annexation of
Crimea than negative paragraphs.
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Methodology
I retrieved a random sample of about 50 stories for each news organization. I
searched for English-language stories from the LexisNexis database, using “Ukraine” and
“crisis” as keywords, “between Feb. 1, 2014 and Dec. 1, 2014” as the date, and the news
organization (The New York Times, Xinhua News Agency and ITAR-TASS) as the
source. The eleven-month time period started when the conflict between the pro-Russian
and the anti-government protests escalated, and, due to the constraints of the study, the
end date was selected as December 1, 2014. The search results produced 1,881 stories for
the Xinhua News Agency, 1,135 stories for ITAR-TASS and 120 stories for The New
York Times. One out of every 37 stories was selected for the Xinhua News Agency
(N=51), one out of every 22 stories was selected for the ITAR-TASS (N=52), and one out
of every two or three stories was selected for The New York Times (N=49). Duplicates
were excluded from the possible sample.
Each paragraph of every story was coded for the sources cited and the valence –
positive, negative or neutral – toward the Russia’s intervention in Crimea during the
Ukraine crisis (see Appendix). Studies by Horvit (2006), Kim (2000), Giffard (1999) and
Alexseev and Bennett (1995) used a similar method. Statistics on the sources cited by
each news organization could reflect the difference in their sourcing patterns, whereas
data on the valence of each paragraph could demonstrate the impact of sources on the
attitude of each news organization.
Sources from Ukraine, Russia, the U.S. and China were coded as either official
sources or non-official sources from those countries. Sources of other nationalities were
coded as official or non-official sources by whether they are from Western countries or
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“other” countries. The United Nations was coded as official sources from “other”
countries. Other media outlets, including Ukrainian local media and Russian news media,
were a separate category. Official sources included the government officials, the head of
state, past or present members of the military, and legislative officials in those countries,
as Kern (1983, p7) used in their study on the Kennedy’s crisis. Non-official sources
included information attributed to academics, business leaders, public opinion polls and
citizens.
A paragraph was coded as positive toward the Russia’s intervention if it provided
support for Russia’s annexation of Crimea. For example, paragraphs were coded positive
if they described the legitimacy of the Crimea referendum or the positive impact of
Russia’s intervention on Crimean people. On the other hand, a paragraph was coded as
negative if it showed criticism over Russia’s intervention. For example, paragraphs were
coded as negative if they supported the sanctions raised against Russia by Western
countries.
After the initial coding, the author and a graduate student in journalism coded the
valence of paragraphs using 15 randomly selected stories to test the reliability of the
coding. Of the 110 paragraphs coded, the two coders agreed on 60 paragraphs for a level
of 55%. However, the level of agreement that is acceptable is 80 %, according to Riffe et
al. (1998, p. 51). The two coders differed mostly in paragraphs that were not so obvious
in their tone of coverage. The author tended to code paragraphs as neutral toward
Russia’s intervention, when the paragraphs used mostly facts and did not show a clear
inclination. However, the independent coder tended to code those paragraphs into
negative or positive toward the intervention when the tone of coverage was not so
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obvious. Since the sourcing for each paragraph was straightforward, the two coders didn’t
compare their coding on sourcing.
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Findings
The news organizations varied in terms of story length and the extent to which
they cited different types of sources. On average, Xinhua and ITAR-TASS produced
shorter stories than The New York Times, at about 369 words and 327 words respectively.
The New York Times averaged more than 1,000 words per story. Xinhua and ITAR-TASS
cited sources in a higher percentage of paragraphs than did The New York Times. Seven
out of ten paragraphs for Xinhua and ITAR-TASS were attributed, while five out of ten
paragraphs for The New York Times quoted sources. In total, there are 560 sourced
paragraphs for the Times, 364 sourced paragraphs for Xinhua and 338 sourced paragraphs
for TASS.
All three media also used other media as sources. Nine out of 50 stories of The
New York Times used other media, mainly Russian media, including RIA, Interfax and
Vedomosti, and the Times also cited a Facebook page of Ukraine’s so-called Antiterrorist Operations as source. Xinhua and ITAR-TASS cited fewer other media than the
Times. Five out of 51 stories of Xinhua cited other media, and it cited ITAR-TASS as its
source in two stories, and RIA in one story. Three out of 52 stories of ITAR-TASS cited
other media, mostly Ukrainian local media.
The three news organization also varied in their datelines, and, in this sample, the
Times delivered more reporting from the field than Xinhua and TASS. The Times sent
reporters to multiple places in Ukraine, including Kiev, Simferopol, Donetsk and
Balaklava and Lviv. In contrast, in this sample, Xinhua only assigned reporters to Kiev,
and TASS only sent reporters to Kiev and Lugansk in Ukraine
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Official and non-official sources
Figure 1: Sourcing patterns by agency – Official vs. Non-official
The percentage of different types of sources is showed.
The number of paragraphs in the sample is in parentheses. The sample size is recorded as N.

N=49 (1089)

N=51 (548)

N=52 (453)

All three media relied on official sources much more than non-official sources
(see Figure 1), and TASS’ coverage relied almost solely on official sources, using nonofficial sources less than 1 percent of the time. The New York Times cited non-official
sources most frequently among the three news media, at 14 percent. Xinhua cited official
sources 59 percent of the time and non-official sources 6 percent. Thus, H1 was
supported.
Interestingly, The New York Times had the highest percentage of unsourced
paragraphs in its stories, as compared to Xinhua and TASS. Half of the Times’
paragraphs are unsourced paragraphs.
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Nationalities of sources
Figure 2: Mean percentage of sources by nationalities
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An analysis of variance showed significant difference among the three media’s
use of Russian sources (F=19.250, d.f.=2, p<0.001, N=152), and post hoc comparisons
using the Tukey HSD test showed that ITAR-TASS’ use of Russian sources was
significantly higher than the other two news organizations (see Table 4.1). In total, about
52 percent of TASS’ sources were Russian sources, including both official and nonofficial sources, while 19.6 percent of the Times’ sources were Russian sources and 14.6
percent of Xinhua’s sources were Russian sources (See Table 1). Hence, H2 was
supported.
The ANOVA results also show significant difference among the three media’s use
of the U.S. sources (F=9.266, d.f.=2, p<0.001, N=152). Post hoc comparisons using the
Tukey HSD test showed that the Times’ use of the U.S. sources was significantly higher
than Xinhua and TASS (see Table 4.2). About 22.1 percent of the Times’ sources were
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the U.S. sources, while only 1.5 percent of TASS’ sources were the U.S. sources and 8.82
percent of Xinhua’s sources were the U.S. sources.
Neither the Times nor TASS quoted from Chinese sources, and yet on average 10
percent of Xinhua’s sources were Chinese sources (see Table 2). Post hoc comparisons
using the Tukey HSD test showed that Xinhua’s use of Chinese sources was significantly
higher than the Times and TASS (F=6.376, d.f.=2, p<0.01, N=152; see Table 4.3). The
stories that cited Chinese sources mainly focused on the relationship between China and
Russia, and emphasized China’s stance on the crisis.
On average, about 29 percent of the Times’ sources were Ukrainians, 20.3 percent
of Xinhua’s sources were Ukrainians and 18.1 percent of TASS’ sources were
Ukrainians. An analysis of variance shows that the Times’ use of Ukrainian non-official
sources was significantly higher than the other two news organizations (F=9.98, d.f.=2,
p<0.001, N=152; see Table 2). On average, about 12 percent of the Times’ sources were
Ukrainian non-officials, only 3 percent of Xinhua’s sources were Ukrainian non-officials
and TASS didn’t cite any Ukrainian non-officials (see Table 2).
On average, nearly 20 percent of Xinhua’s sources were Western European
sources, 18 percent of the Times’ sources were Western European sources and 8.3 percent
of TASS’ sources were Western European sources. An analysis of variance shows that
the Times’ use of Western non-official sources was significantly higher than Xinhua and
TASS (F=6.92, d.f.=2, p<0.01, N=152). About 4 percent of the Times’ sources were
Western European non-official sources, whereas neither Xinhua nor TASS cited any
Western non-official sources (see Table 2).
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On average, about 15.4 percent of TASS’ sources were from other countries than
Ukraine, Russia, the U.S., China or Western countries, 10 percent of the Times’ sources
were from other countries and 21 percent of Xinhua’s sources were from other countries,
mostly the United Nations (see Figure 2).
Tone of coverage
Because Russia annexed Crimea after the Ukraine crisis escalated, the stateowned ITAR-TASS was expected to portray this episode with a supportive tone. On the
other hand, since the U.S. foreign policy was against Russia’s intervention in the Ukraine
crisis, its mainstream news outlet The New York Times might be expected to present
Russia’s annexation of Crimea with a negative attitude. As China is not a key player in
the Ukraine crisis, its news agency, Xinhua, is likely to take a neutral stance when
reporting on Russia’s intervention in the crisis.
A Chi-square test shows that the tone of coverage of the Times, ITAR-TASS and
Xinhua differed from one another significantly (x2=99.27, d.f.=4, p<0.001; see Table
3.1).
About 11 percent of the Times’ paragraphs were negative toward Russia’s
intervention in the Ukraine crisis, whereas only 1.8 percent of TASS’ paragraphs and 7.9
percent of Xinhua’s paragraphs were negative toward the intervention. The Times’
reporters accused Russia, without citing any sources, of using the results of the
referendums in Crimea to “intensify pressure for some kind of negotiated autonomy”6 for
provinces including Crimea. One of the Times’ stories also depicted Russia’s intervention

6

Neil Macfarquhar, Russia takes softer line on rebel votes in east Ukraine; Kremlin says it 'respects' will of
people but stops short of full recognition. International New York Times, May 13, 2014
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in the Ukraine crisis as “a stealthy invasion by Russian forces.”7 As a response to
Russia’s repeated mention of following the international law in intervention in Ukraine,
the Times cited a Russian computer expert saying that Russia’s intervention was “an
illegal military occupation,”8 and it also cited U.S. President Obama as deeming the
intervention a “breach of international law.” 9 Some of the Times’ stories also depicted the
pro-Russian protests in southeastern Ukraine as “Russian-backed separatist rebels,”10 and
that NATO members came to put a “pause in the violence” in attempt to “counter Russian
aggression.”11
Only two percent of the Times’ paragraphs were positive toward the intervention
and about 86 percent of its paragraphs were neutral about the intervention. One of the
Times’ stories cited a Russian official saying that Russia’s intervention in the Ukraine
crisis was justified by “baseless threats” against Russia by the United States and NATO. 12
One of the Times’ stories also cited the pro-Russian protesters in Ukraine saying that they
would prefer that “Russian troops invade the city.” 13 Another Times’ story cited Russian

7

Andrew Higgins, Michael R. Gordon, Photos link masked men in Ukraine to Moscow; Growing
accusations tie them to Russian military and intelligence forces. International New York Times, April 22,
2014
8
Andrew Higgins, Alison Smale, In Crimea, heavily armed men confront an unseen enemy. International
New York Times, March 4, 2014
9
Peter Baker, Heat rises as Obama confronts Russia; President urged to move assertively as Moscow
tightens grip on Crimea. International New York Times, March 4, 2014
10
Neil Macfarquhar, Ukraine and rebels agree to cease-fire; As truce goes into effect, fighting appears to
ebb, but skepticism lingers. International New York Times, September 6, 2014
11
Neil Macfarquhar, Ukraine and rebels agree to cease-fire; As truce goes into effect, fighting appears to
ebb, but skepticism lingers. International New York Times, September 6, 2014
12
Steven Lee Myers and Steven Erlanger, Tensions still high in Crimea amid renewed effort to mediate.
International New York Times, March 10, 2014
13
Steven Erlanger, Ukraine rushes to dampen secessionist mood in east; With Russia in control of Crimea,
Kiev worries that region is next to fall. International New York Times, March 4, 2014
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Foreign Minister Sergey V. Lavrov as saying that Russia would “defend its compatriots
in Ukraine ‘uncompromisingly.’” 14
By comparison, the percentage of TASS’ positive coverage was higher than the
other two news organizations. About 13.25 percent of the TASS’ paragraphs were
positive toward Russia’s intervention in the Ukraine crisis, whereas only 2.6 percent of
the Times’ paragraphs and 5.5 percent of Xinhua’s paragraphs were positive toward the
intervention. Hence, H3 was supported as well. Many of TASS’ stories used words or
phrases that supported Russia’s intervention in the Ukraine crisis and provided legitimacy
of the annexation of Crimea. The headline of one story was “Crimea not annexed but
protected,”15 indicating that the intervention was more beneficial to Crimean people than
harmful. Some of TASS’ stories also described the anti-government protests in Ukraine,
which led to the escalation of the conflict later, as a “coup” that “often turned violent,” 16
and described Ukraine’s former president, Yanukovich, as the country’s “legitimate
leader.”17 Some of TASS’ stories also described Western countries’ sanctions against
Russia as “ungrounded sanctions,” and cited Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov saying that
“Moscow has never sent any military to Ukraine.”18 TASS’ coverage on the Ukraine
crisis also emphasized repeatedly, without citing any sources, that the referendum in
Crimea “complied with the international law,” 19 and that the anti-government protests
against the new Ukraine leaders in southeastern Ukraine were justified.

14

Andrew Higgins and Steven Lee Myers, Crimea becoming flash point in Ukraine. International New York
Times, February 28, 2014
15
URGENT: Crimea not annexed but protected – Putin. ITAR-TASS, August 29, 2014
16
WRAP: Ukraine is on verge of bankruptcy - parliament-appointed PM. ITAR-TASS, March 27, 2014
17
WRAP: Ukraine is on verge of bankruptcy - parliament-appointed PM. ITAR-TASS, March 27, 2014
18
Russian senior lawmaker rules out military scenarios for Ukraine. ITAR-TASS, April 25, 2014
19
Geneva agreements on Ukraine to help settle crisis - UN chief. ITAR-TASS, April 18, 2014
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Only one percent of TASS’ paragraphs showed a negative attitude toward the
intervention and 85 percent of its paragraphs showed a neutral attitude. One of TASS’
stores cited the U.S. vice president John Kerry saying that the Russia has given “order to
protester” in the southeast of Ukraine.20 Another TASS’ story cited EU leaders who
warned Russia about serious consequence if the latter scale down tensions.21
Xinhua’s coverage of the crisis used mostly a neutral tone toward Russia’s
intervention, with a slight inclination toward the negative side. About six percent of
Xinhua’s paragraphs were positive toward Russia’s intervention, but more than eight
percent of its paragraphs were negative. One of Xinhua’s stories cited the Ukraine Prime
Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, saying that Russia “did not support the territorial integrity
of Ukraine,”22 and in one story, Xinhua’s reporter mentioned China’s resolution to
safeguard “territorial sovereignty,” 23 in response to questions on the Ukraine crisis and
other foreign issues. Similarly, some of its stories also depicted the crisis as Ukraine
facing “the threat of splitting up after the Crimean parliament adopted a declaration of
independence from Ukraine.”24 Xinhua also cited many sources, including the U.S.
President Barack Obama, accusing Russia of “breaking the rules” with the “illegal
annexation of Crimea.”25
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Russian senior lawmaker rules out military scenarios for Ukraine. ITAR-TASS, April 25, 2014
Aftermaths of Crimea referendum, sanctions against Russia to be discussed by EU ministers. ITAR-TASS,
March 17, 2014
22
William M. Reilly, Roundup: Ukraine, Russia exchange fire at UN meeting. Xinhua News Agency, March
13, 2014
23
Xinhua Insight: Peace-seeking China eyes more active int'l role. Xinhua News Agency, March 8, 2014
24
William M. Reilly, Roundup: Ukraine, Russia exchange fire at UN meeting. Xinhua News Agency, March
13, 2014
25
Roundup: Obama holds talks with Central, Eastern European leaders on security, regional issues. Xinhua
News Agency, June 4, 2014
21
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However, Xinhua’s coverage on the Ukraine crisis also showed a strong neutral
stance and some positive stories toward Russia’s intervention in the Ukraine crisis. Some
of Xinhua’s stories cited Russian president Vladimir Putin denouncing the NATO
enlargement to have pulled Ukraine closer to Western countries as a measure to “squeeze
Russia,”26 and urged the West “not to threaten sanctions against Moscow,” as sanctions
are “counter-productive.”27 Xinhua also cited sources that accused the Ukraine
government of forcing the Crimean government “to lose control of the situation.” 28
Interestingly, the Chi-square table (see Table 3.3) has shown that many of the
paragraphs that filled the coverage with negative or positive sentiments were actually
unsourced paragraphs for both TASS and The New York Times. Nearly 67 percent of
“positive” paragraphs of TASS were unsourced paragraphs, and more than 40 percent of
“negative” paragraphs of the Times were unsourced, as well. None of the Times and
Xinhua’s unsourced paragraphs was positive toward Russia’s intervention in Ukraine,
and none of TASS’ unsourced paragraphs was negative about Russia’s intervention.
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Lu Jiafei, Qiu Xia, Yearender-Series-Ukraine Crisis) Spotlight: Balanced approach needed to prevent
possible new Cold War. Xinhua News Agency, December 19, 2014
27
Roundup: Ukrainian PM says Crimea referendum illegal. Xinhua News Agency, March 6, 2014.
28
Crimean leader urges Putin to help restore peace. Xinhua News Agency, March 1, 2014.
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Discussion
The study has found that The New York Times, Xinhua and ITAR-TASS varied in
their sourcing patterns, as well as the overall attitude reflected in their reporting toward
Russia’s intervention in Ukraine. The study results showed a clear difference in three
news organizations’ sourcing patterns and their tone of coverage. The results also indicate
an association between the news coverage and foreign policies, since the three news
organizations’ tone of coverage all coincided with their countries’ foreign policies.
All three media organizations cited more official sources than non-official sources
in their coverage of the crisis, and TASS cited officials the most frequently. Xinhua cited
official sources more frequently than the Times, which also supported the Hypothesis 1.
The reliance on official sources echoed previous studies that discovered the close
relationship between news reporters and officials (Bennett 1990, p. 116; Sigal, 1973, p.
54), as officials are often the “best available and suitable sources” (Gans, 1979, p. 144145). Especially in the realm of international news, where the cost of field reporting is
comparatively high, citing officials is efficient and effective for most of the time.
The news coverage of TASS showed a great tendency for the news agency to rely
on sources from Russia. Russian sources dominated in most of TASS’ stories, whereas
the Times’ coverage showed a more balanced reporting in terms of the nationalities of its
sources. However, whether the sourcing patterns of the three media reflects their biased
reporting is still in question. On the one hand, since Russia was one of the key players in
the conflict, it is relevant for TASS to cite more sources from Russia than from other
countries (Galtung & Ruge, 1965, p. 70). On the other hand, if sources were cited
according to the relevance of their nationalities, then we should have seen the same
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percentage of Ukrainian sources as Russian sources cited. However, only Xinhua, among
the three news organizations, cited nearly as many Ukrainian sources as Russian sources.
About 20 percent of its sources were Ukrainians and 15.4 percent were Russians. By
comparison, about 18 percent of TASS’ sources were Ukrainians, while 53 percent of its
sources were Russians. On average, nearly 30 percent of the Times’ sources were
Ukrainians, whereas about 18 percent of the Times’ sources were Russians. Since
Ukraine was in a position against Russia in the crisis, Ukrainian sources and Russian
sources often disagreed with each other. The tendency to cite more Ukrainian sources
than Russian sources may thus indicate that the Times’ coverage was more negative
toward Russia’s intervention in Ukraine, which coincides with the U.S. foreign policy on
the crisis. On the other hand, the tendency to cite more Russian sources than Ukrainian
sources may prove TASS’ support for Russia’s intervention in the crisis, which coincides
with Russia’s foreign policy on the crisis.
Interestingly, Xinhua was the only news organization to cite Chinese sources.
Despite that the Chinese sources didn’t dominate its coverage. It may be explained as an
attempt to establish relevance of the Ukraine crisis with China. Also, since China was not
one of the key players in the Ukraine crisis, it makes sense that neither The New York
Times nor ITAR-TASS cited any Chinese sources.
As expected, ITAR-TASS’ coverage showed a more positive tone toward the
intervention, which proves the association between its coverage and Russian foreign
policies. The New York Times’ coverage showed more negative tone toward Russia’s
intervention in Ukraine, which echoed the U.S.’ foreign policy against Russia’s
annexation of Crimea. Xinhua’s coverage showed more neutral tone toward the
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intervention and a slight inclination toward the negative side. When mentioning Russia’s
annexation of Crimea, it referenced China’s stance on territorial integrity and
sovereignty, which tied back to the core of China’s foreign policy (Kuznetsov, 2014, p.
56).
However, difference in the tone of coverage of three media’s unsourced
paragraphs indicated that the tone of stories was not solely affected by the sources cited.
Many of the unsourced paragraphs for the three media carried a clear positive or negative
attitude toward Russia’s intervention in Ukraine. In absence of these paragraphs, the
difference in the attitude for the three media was not significant as expected, as only six
percent of TASS’ paragraphs were positive toward the intervention. Hence, whether
sources have a significant impact on the tone of news coverage were not clearly proved
by this study.
What surprised me was that there were actually many unsourced paragraphs in the
Times’ stories – nearly half of all the coverage, and none of those paragraphs actually
showed a positive attitude toward Russia’s intervention. Some of those unsourced
paragraphs were mere observation of the conflict, but some unsourced paragraphs
described the conflict with a clearly negative tone toward Russia’s intervention. This
finding indicates an association of the Times’ coverage and the U.S. foreign policies.
Although the tone of the Times’ coverage on the Ukraine crisis showed its
inclination to agree with the U.S. foreign policies, it did deliver the most balanced
reporting among all the three news organizations. The Times assigned reporters to the
field and delivered the most original reporting. It also cited more non-official source than
the other two organizations. The non-official sources sometimes disagreed with their
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authorities, so, by citing more non-official sources, the Times gave readers a closer look
at the crisis and what truly happened in Ukraine. The Times also cited sources from
multiple countries, which showed different perspectives of the conflict. By citing
contrasting perspectives of the conflict parties, the Times provided readers with a more
complete picture of the Ukraine crisis. In contrast, TASS’ coverage was substantially
dependent on official sources and showed a great bias toward Russia. More than half of
TASS’ sources were Russian officials, which marginalized perspectives from other
countries and from civilians.
Xinhua’s news coverage on the Ukraine crisis showed a more balanced reporting,
as it cited sources of different nationalities. The coverage also tended to be neutral toward
the Russia’s intervention in Ukraine, and it was based mostly on facts other than
opinionated observation. However, Xinhua also used more Chinese sources than the other
two news media, and it may indicate its nationalistic bias.
Limitations of the study
Although this study highlights the association between the tone of news coverage
and a country’s foreign policies, it still has many limitations.
Although this study showed that the tone of coverage of each news organization
coincided with their home countries’ foreign policies, it did not prove that sourcing
actually has a significant impact on the tone of news stories. The difference tone of
coverage was not obvious in sourced paragraphs across the three media, whereas the
difference was fairly obvious in unsourced paragraphs, and thus in overall paragraphs
across three media. About six percent of TASS’ sourced paragraphs were positive toward
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Russia’s intervention in the Ukraine crisis, but it was only one percent higher than the
Times. However, about 33.6 percent of TASS’ unsourced paragraphs were positive
toward the intervention, whereas none of the Times’ unsourced paragraphs was positive
toward the intervention.
Thus, future researchers could explore other effective measures for the influence
of foreign policies on news coverage besides the tone of coverage. For example, could we
examine the role these news organizations play in their countries’ propaganda system by
examining their organization and personnel structures, especially for TASS and Xinhua?
Or could we study the different editorial policies that these three news organizations have
adopted? Or rather, do the different budgets the Times, Xinhua and TASS have
sometimes limited field and in-depth reporting? Those are all questions that future
research could explore. Researcher could make the difference in editorial guidelines or in
budget size an independent variable, and the foreign policies as dependent variable.
Another major limitation of this study is that the level agreement of the author and
the other independent coder didn’t reach 80 percent, which was “usually the standard” for
reliability of the study (Riffe et al., 1998, p. 51). The independent coder for this study was
a Chinese graduate student at the Missouri School of Journalism, who has the same
background as the author, so future research could find an independent coder with
different background to test his or her coding. Future researchers could also find more
than one independent coders to assist with pre-test coding check, and, in this way, the
eventual coding of valence of each paragraph would be more reliable. Future research
could also explore more keywords related to the Ukraine crisis to capture additional
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relevant news stories, such as the “Ukraine conflict,” “Crimea,” “Crimea referendum,”
and “Crimea annexation.”
This study also didn’t examine the stories of Xinhua and TASS that were written
in Chinese or Russian, respectively, as those stories were targeted at internal audience.
The English stories of Xinhua and TASS may be targeted at external audience, which
may also have an influence on their tone of coverage, as well as their sourcing patterns.
More research also is needed to compare more news media from the three
countries, as one single news media could not represent the media industry of its country.
Other mainstream U.S. news media such as the Associated Press, other major Russian
media include RIA and Interfax, and other major Chinese news outlets include The China
Daily and Caixin.com.
It would be also interesting to compare the news coverage on different media,
such as print and digital, television or radio, to see whether “media is the message” also
holds true in this specific context. To exclude the factor of media platforms, future
research shall also compare news media from the same platform of media. Is it better to
compare Xinhua and ITAR-TASS with Reuters or AP, or is it better to compare the
digital versions of The New York Times with The China Daily and the Moscow’s Times. It
would be interesting to compare television news from the three countries, as well, since
television news is more visual than print and digital news, which could be more
emotional.
The study could also be expanded in its timeframe and sample size. It would be
interesting to compare the tone of news coverage as the crisis escalated and the tension
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between the West and Russia strengthened. The sample size of future research could also
be expanded, since the population of Xinhua and TASS’ stories was so large that the
proportions of the selected sample were much smaller than the Times’ stories. One out of
every 37 stories was selected for the Xinhua News Agency (N=51), one out of every 22
stories were selected for the ITAR-TASS (N=52), and one out of every two or three
stories was selected for The New York Times (N=49). To expand the sample size, future
researchers could select one out of every ten stories for Xinhua and TASS.
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Conclusion
Despite the limitations of this study, it shows the reliance on official sources when
news media covered foreign news, and it also shows the great tendency for reporters to
cite sources from the same countries as the news organizations they were working for.
ITAR-TASS’ news coverage showed the heaviest reliance on official sources, as more
than 70 percent of its sources were official sources. The New York Times’ news coverage
included the most non-official sources among the three media, as 14 percent of its sources
were non-official sources.
Both The New York Times and ITAR-TASS cited more sources from their own
countries, and only Xinhua cited sources from China. Nearly 52 percent of ITAR-TASS’
sources were Russian, nearly 22 percent of the Times’ sources were American, and about
16 percent of Xinhua’s sources were Chinese. The New York Times’ coverage was most
diverse in terms of nationalities of the sources it cited, whereas ITAR-TASS relied the
most heavily on Russian sources.
The overall tone of the Times, Xinhua and TASS’ news stories varied to a great
extent, as the coverage of each news organization reflected the foreign policy of that
country. TASS’ reporting showed more positive attitude toward Russia’s intervention in
Ukraine than the other two media, whereas the Times’ stories demonstrated a more
negative attitude toward the intervention than the other two media. Xinhua showed
China’s stance on sovereignty and territorial integrity, whereas the other two media
mentioned none of China’s interests in the issue.
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Table 1: Sourcing by agency
The percentage of paragraphs in which the type source was cited is in parentheses
NYT
378 (67.99%)

ITAR-TASS
322 (97.28%)

Xinhua
325 (89.53%)

Total
1025 (82.00%)

90 (16.19%)

83 (25.08%)

52 (14.33%)

225 (18.00%)

82 (14.75%)
89 (16.01%)
62 (11.15%)
0 (0%)
55 (9.89%)
155 (27.88%)

171 (51.66%)
5 (1.51%)
16 (4.83%)
0 (0%)
47 (14.20%)
2 (0.60%)

52(14.33%)
30 (8.26%)
65 (17.91%)
50 (13.77%)
76 (20.94%)
31 (8.54%)

305 (24.40%)
124 (9.92%)
143 (11.44%)
50 (4.00%)
178 (14.24%)
188 (15.04%)

Ukrainian non-official sources

64 (11.51%)

1(0.30%)

12 (3.31%)

77 (6.16%)

Russian non-official sources
U.S. non-official sources
Western/NATO sources
Chinese non-official sources

27 (4.86%)
34 (6.12%)
26 (4.66%)

1 (0.30%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

1 (0.28%)
2 (0.55%)
0 (0%)

29 (2.32%)
36 (2.88%)
26 (2.08%)

0 (0%)
4 (0.72%)
23 (4.14%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
7 (2.11%)

7 (1.93%)
9 (2.48%)
7 (1.93%)

7 (0.56%)
13 (1.04%)
37 (2.96%)

154 (27.70%)
109 (19.60%)
123 (22.12%)
88 (15.83%)
0 (0%)
59 (10.61%)

84 (25.38%)
172 (51.96%)
5 (1.51%)
10 (4.83%)
0 (0%)
47 (14.20%)

64 (17.63%)
53 (14.60%)
32 (8.82%)
65 (17.91%)
57 (15.70%)
85 (23.42%)

302 (24.16%)
334 (26.72%)
160 (12.80%)
169 (13.52%)
57 (4.56%)
191 (15.28%)

556

331

363

1250

Official sources
Ukrainian official sources
Russian official sources
U.S. official sources
Western/NATO sources
Chinese official sources
Other official sources
Non-official sources

Other non-official sources
Other media
Nationalities
Ukrainian sources
Russian sources
U.S. sources
Western/NATO sources
Chinese source
Other Countries’ sources
Total paragraphs
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Table 2: Mean Percentage of Sources by Source Categories (for sourced paragraphs)

The New York Times
Ukraine official
U.S. official
Russian official
Western/NATO official
Ukraine non-official

17%
15%
14%
14%
12%

ITAR-TASS
Russian official
Ukraine official
Other official
Western/NATO official
U.S. official

53%
18%
15%
8%
2%

Table 3.1: Attitude
All the paragraphs of NYT, ITAR-TASS and Xinhua’s stories.
Positive
Negative
Neutral
NYT
28 (2.57%)
122 (11.2%)
939 (86.23%)
ITAR-TASS
60 (13.25%)
Xinhua
30 (5.47%)
Total
118 (5.65%)
* Chi-square=99.27, p<0.001, d.f.=4.

8 (1.77%)
43 (7.85%)
173 (8.28)

385(84.99%)
475 (86.68%)
1799 (86.08%)

Xinhua
Western/NATO official
Other official
Ukraine official
Russian official
U.S. official

Total
1089
453
548
2090

Table 3.2: Attitude
All the sourced paragraphs of NYT, ITAR-TASS and Xinhua’s stories.
Positive

Negative

Neutral

Total

NYT
28 (5.04%)
ITAR-TASS
20 (6.04%)
Xinhua
30 (8.26%)
Total
78 (6.24%)
* Chi-square=34.18, p<0.001, d.f.=4

73 (13.13%)
7 (2.11%)
40 (11.02%)
120 (9.6%)

455 (81.83%)
304 (97.75%)
293 (80.72%)
1052 (84.16%)

556
331
363
1250

Table 3.3: Attitude
All the unsourced paragraphs of NYT, ITAR-TASS and Xinhua’s stories.
Positive
Negative
Neutral
NYT
0 (0%)
49 (9.19%)
484 (90.81%)
ITAR-TASS
41 (33.61%)
0 (0%)
81 (66.39%)
Xinhua
0 (0%)
3 (1.62%)
182 (98.38%)
Total
40 (4.76%)
53 (6.31%)
747 (88.93%)
* Chi-square=263.74, p<0.001, d.f.=4
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Total
533
122
185
840

20%
19%
17%
14%
9%

Table 4.1
Russian sources
Tukey

HSDa,b
Subset for alpha = 0.05

News Source

N

1

2

Xinhua

51

.15393070980

NYT

49

.17724275802

TASS

52

.52897529819

Sig.

.938

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 50.636.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group
sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.

Table 4.2
U.S. sources
Tukey

HSDa,b
Subset for alpha = 0.05

News Source

N

1

2

TASS

52

.02163461538

Xinhua

51

.09580767816

NYT

49

.21435192627

Sig.

.229

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 50.636.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group
sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.

Table 4.3
Chinese sources
Tukey

HSDa,b
Subset for alpha = 0.05

News Source

N

1

2

TASS

52

.00000000000

NYT

49

.00000000000

Xinhua

51

Sig.

.10108453639
1.000

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
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a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 50.636.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group
sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.
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Appendix I
Coding Protocol
Part I. Basic information: For each story, I will put the following information into a
spreadsheet accordingly.
A) News source: Put in the news source, as from The New York Times, or the
Xinhua News Agency, or TASS.
B) Headline: Put in the headline for each story in each cell under the A column.
C) Total number of paragraphs: Record the number of paragraphs for each
story.
D) Word count: Record the word count of the story as listed by LexisNexis.
E) Dateline: Record the date and time of the story as listed by LexisNexis.

Part II. Sourcing: For each story, I will record the number of paragraphs for each
source, including the total number of paragraphs.
F) Ukraine official: official sources, ie. Government, politicians, authorities,
military personnel
G) Ukraine non-official: civilians, including experts
H) Russian official: official sources, ie. Government, politicians, authorities,
military personnel
I) Russian non-official: civilians, including experts
J) U.S. official: official sources, ie. Government, politicians, authorities, military
personnel
K) U.S. non-official: civilians, including experts
L) Chinese official: official sources, ie. Government, politicians, authorities,
military personnel
M) Chinese non-official: civilians, including experts
N) Western European official: official sources from the European Union
member countries, including EU officials
O) Western European non-official: civilians including experts from the EU
member countries
119

P) Other official: officials from world organizations, such as the United Nations
Q) Other non-official: civilians from other countries
R) Other media outlets: Another paper or agency, such as AP, Al Jazeera etc.
S) Non attribution: No source was cited
Part III. Valence: For each story, I will record the valence of source for each paragraph,
and I will then record the number of paragraphs with each type of valence in the
appropriate column.
T) Positive: Positive toward Russia’s intervention in Ukriane
U) Negative: Negative toward Russia’s intervention in Ukraine
V) Neutral: Neutral about Russia’s intervention in Ukraine
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Appendix II
ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Per_UO

Per_UNO

Per_UT

Per_RO

Per_RNO

Per_RT

Per_USO

Per_USNO

Per_UST

Per_CO

Per_CNO

Between Groups

df

Mean Square

.001

2

.001

Within Groups

13.543

149

.091

Total

13.544

151

.356

2

.178

Within Groups

2.672

149

.018

Total

3.028

151

.342

2

.171

Within Groups

17.357

149

.116

Total

17.699

151

5.064

2

2.532

Within Groups

17.020

149

.114

Total

22.084

151

Between Groups

.030

2

.015

Within Groups

.562

149

.004

Total

.593

151

4.537

2

2.268

Within Groups

17.559

149

.118

Total

22.096

151

.421

2

.210

Within Groups

6.581

149

.044

Total

7.001

151

.130

2

.065

Within Groups

1.066

149

.007

Total

1.196

151

.950

2

.475

Within Groups

7.635

149

.051

Total

8.585

151

.193

2

.096

Within Groups

3.182

149

.021

Total

3.375

151

.022

2

.011

Within Groups

1.061

149

.007

Total

1.083

151

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups
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F

Sig.
.007

.993

9.934

.000

1.469

.234

22.168

.000

4.030

.020

19.250

.000

4.763

.010

9.078

.000

9.266

.000

4.516

.012

1.564

.213

Per_CT

Per_WEO

Per_WENO

Per_WET

Per_OO

Per_ONO

Per_OT

Per_OM

Between Groups

.346

2

.173

Within Groups

4.046

149

.027

Total

4.392

151

.347

2

.174

Within Groups

12.467

149

.084

Total

12.815

151

Between Groups

.055

2

.028

Within Groups

.600

149

.004

Total

.655

151

Between Groups

.396

2

.198

Within Groups

13.068

149

.088

Total

13.463

151

.276

2

.138

Within Groups

13.873

149

.093

Total

14.149

151

Between Groups

.006

2

.003

Within Groups

.351

149

.002

Total

.357

151

Between Groups

.297

2

.149

Within Groups

14.764

149

.099

Total

15.062

151

.002

2

.001

Within Groups

2.783

149

.019

Total

2.785

151

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

6.376

.002

2.076

.129

6.885

.001

2.257

.108

1.482

.231

1.202

.303

1.501

.226

.043

.958

Post-hoc Test:

ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Per_UO

Between Groups

df

Mean Square

.001

2

.001

Within Groups

13.543

149

.091

Total

13.544

151
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F

Sig.
.007

.993

Per_UNO

Per_UT

Per_RO

Per_RNO

Per_RT

Per_USO

Per_USNO

Per_UST

Per_CO

Per_CNO

Per_CT

Per_WEO

Per_WENO

Between Groups

.356

2

.178

Within Groups

2.672

149

.018

Total

3.028

151

.342

2

.171

Within Groups

17.357

149

.116

Total

17.699

151

5.064

2

2.532

Within Groups

17.020

149

.114

Total

22.084

151

Between Groups

.030

2

.015

Within Groups

.562

149

.004

Total

.593

151

4.537

2

2.268

Within Groups

17.559

149

.118

Total

22.096

151

.421

2

.210

Within Groups

6.581

149

.044

Total

7.001

151

.130

2

.065

Within Groups

1.066

149

.007

Total

1.196

151

.950

2

.475

Within Groups

7.635

149

.051

Total

8.585

151

.193

2

.096

Within Groups

3.182

149

.021

Total

3.375

151

.022

2

.011

Within Groups

1.061

149

.007

Total

1.083

151

.346

2

.173

Within Groups

4.046

149

.027

Total

4.392

151

.347

2

.174

Within Groups

12.467

149

.084

Total

12.815

151

Between Groups

.055

2

.028

Within Groups

.600

149

.004

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups
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9.934

.000

1.469

.234

22.168

.000

4.030

.020

19.250

.000

4.763

.010

9.078

.000

9.266

.000

4.516

.012

1.564

.213

6.376

.002

2.076

.129

6.885

.001

Per_WET

Per_OO

Per_ONO

Per_OT

Per_OM

Total

.655

151

Between Groups

.396

2

.198

Within Groups

13.068

149

.088

Total

13.463

151

.276

2

.138

Within Groups

13.873

149

.093

Total

14.149

151

Between Groups

.006

2

.003

Within Groups

.351

149

.002

Total

.357

151

Between Groups

.297

2

.149

Within Groups

14.764

149

.099

Total

15.062

151

.002

2

.001

Within Groups

2.783

149

.019

Total

2.785

151

Between Groups

Between Groups

2.257

.108

1.482

.231

1.202

.303

1.501

.226

.043

.958

Xinhua:
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Per_UO

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.17103599018

.328848498023

Per_UNO

51

.000000000

.666666667

.03159041394

.123855203190

Per_UT

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.20262640412

.347640889954

Per_RO

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.14412678824

.289820454655

Per_RNO

51

.0

.5

.010

.0700

Per_RT

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.15393070980

.293283686822

Per_USO

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.09279108690

.258251768343

Per_USNO

51

.000000000

.153846154

.00301659125

.021542770545

Per_UST

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.09580767816

.259872642472

Per_CO

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.07544351075

.252275580079

Per_CNO

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.02564102565

.145680745769

Per_CT

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.10108453639

.284463656808

Per_WEO

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.19960671139

.365891874675

Per_WENO

51

0

0

.00

.000
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Per_WET

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.19960671139

.365891874675

Per_OO

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.19450076069

.326583625004

Per_ONO

51

.000000000

.400000000

.01453470278

.068402476006

Per_OT

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.20903546345

.351362182122

Per_OM

51

.000000000

1.000000000

.03790849673

.158607777285

Valid N (listwise)

51

TASS:
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Per_UO

52

.000000000

1.000000000

.17793862123

.351651932880

Per_UNO

52

.000000000

.166666667

.00320512821

.023112508222

Per_UT

52

.000000000

1.000000000

.18114374944

.355384645519

Per_RO

52

.000000000

1.000000000

.52823565323

.474476831416

Per_RNO

52

.000000000

.038461538

.00073964496

.005333655669

Per_RT

52

.000000000

1.000000000

.52897529819

.473666523958

Per_USO

52

.000

1.000

.02163

.139417

Per_USNO

52

0

0

.00

.000

Per_UST

52

.000

1.000

.02163

.139417

Per_CO

52

0

0

.00

.000

Per_CNO

52

0

0

.00

.000

Per_CT

52

0

0

.00

.000

Per_WEO

52

.000000000

1.000000000

.08349358975

.248363326615

Per_WENO

52

0

0

.00

.000

Per_WET

52

.000000000

1.000000000

.08349358975

.248363326615

Per_OO

52

.000

1.000

.15385

.353220

Per_ONO

52

0

0

.00

.000

Per_OT

52

.000

1.000

.15385

.353220

Per_OM

52

.000000000

1.000000000

.03090659340

.145464450189

Valid N (listwise)

52

NYT:
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Per_UO

49

.000000000

.750000000

.17373502349

.195217728543

Per_UNO

49

.000000000

.875000000

.11778616931

.197791967193

Per_UT

49

.000000000

1.000000000

.29152119280

.318629508575
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Per_RO

49

.000000000

.666666667

.14281741504

.166972704417

Per_RNO

49

.000000000

.370370370

.03442534300

.081124192804

Per_RT

49

.000000000

.833333333

.17724275802

.194483257344

Per_USO

49

.000000000

.833333333

.15037607784

.216726498458

Per_USNO

49

.000000000

.600000000

.06397584843

.147372562404

Per_UST

49

.000000000

1.000000000

.21435192627

.260888127568

Per_CO

49

0

0

.00

.000

Per_CNO

49

0

0

.00

.000

Per_CT

49

0

0

.00

.000

Per_WEO

49

.000000000

.857142857

.13843917798

.233967779940

Per_WENO

49

.000000000

.529411765

.04085445867

.111771347791

Per_WET

49

.000000000

.857142857

.17929363665

.259316991207

Per_OO

49

.000000000

1.000000000

.09013796718

.212986904741

Per_ONO

49

.000000000

.333333333

.00983030573

.049454356226

Per_OT

49

.000000000

1.000000000

.09996827292

.215465164930

Per_OM

49

.000000000

.533333333

.03762221339

.096401687614

Valid N (listwise)

49
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General Introduction
To know about the world has always been my ambition ever since I was a little girl who
imagined about foreign countries when reading a picturesque tourist guide of the
Wonders of the World. Before I came to Missouri, I studied international relations in
Fudan University in Shanghai, a metropolis that attracts many foreigners. After studying
latest schools of thoughts on international relations, I began to grasp the difference of
countries and the meaning of many international affairs.
However, as much as I enjoyed the macro-level discussion of international relations, I
really wanted to explore more into the micro-level, to see how people live differently
from one culture to another. I am eager to see how contrasting the government policies
might be with one another, as well as how similar they sometimes are.
I chose journalism as the focus of my graduate study mainly because it is one of those
places where countries can differ the most, and where the conflicts between government
and people are vocalized the most. Through studying journalism, I could not only better
serve my country, but also I could see more clearly how countries vary from and relate to
each other.
When studying at the Missouri School of Journalism for the past two years, I gained
abundant practical experience at several school-based media outlets, including the
Missourian, Missouri Business Alert, KBIA-Radio and KOMU-TV. Those hands-on
experiences not only prepared me with a deeper understanding of journalism, especially
its principles such as “objectivity” and “accuracy,” but also enriched my portfolio and
helped me get a summer internship from the International Women’s Media Foundation.
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I also took the course of International Journalism taught by Prof. Beverly Horvit, and I
learned from that class how international news can demonstrate media bias and what has
influenced foreign newsgathering and presenting. Through readings on this area, I
became interested in exploring more about the international news and its relationship
with foreign policy.
Unlike journalism focused on domestic news, international news is a rather different
beast. For many newspaper readers and television audiences, international news is not
challengeable because people don’t normally have access to every international incident.
Even for Internet users in this digital era, physical constraints still prevent many people
from going to the foreign countries themselves and seeing with their own eyes what was
happening there. Hence, readers or audience rely on the news media coverage to a large
extent when it comes to international news.
This makes it very important to examine whether foreign news is as objective and
accurate as those mainstream media usually boasted.
Thus, I decided to focus my graduate project on international journalism, and following is
my plan for both the professional component and research component.

Professional Skill Component
I will work at the International Women’s Media Foundation this summer in Washington,
D.C. The professional project will start May 25 and end Aug. 28. I will mainly work with
the communications team of the organization.
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Anna Schiller, the communications strategist of the IWMF, will be my direct supervisor.
I will be mainly responsible for two tasks: maintaining the organization’s social media
accounts and helping organize events during the summer season. I will update tweets on
the organization’s Twitter account constantly and also post statuses on its Facebook page.
My physical evidence of my work there will include screenshots of the tweets and
Facebook posts, as well as documents related to the events that I help organize.
I will file weekly field reports to my committee by email, and I will also document my
work on social media. Since I am attending the Washington Program, I will also include
my weekly seminar reports and send them to my committee through emails.
In general, I want to get hands-on experience with social media and practice my
communication skills this summer in an organization where I will have the opportunity to
meet many international journalists.

Research Component
Introduction
As a conflict that involved multiple parties, the Ukraine Crisis has called the world’s
attention and gained numerous news coverage since it first broke out in February 2014.
Russia’s annexation of Crimea in March escalated the tension between Russia and
Ukraine, as well as other Western countries, including the United States and the European
Union member states. According to the Center for Strategic and International Studies,
U.S. Vice President Joe Biden stated as a response to Russia’s intervention that “as long
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as Russia continues on this dark path, they will face increasing political and economic
isolation.” That isolation started to take its shape when the European Union and the
United States banned several officials from Russia and Ukraine to travel and froze their
assets after the annexation. On July 30, the EU and the U.S. raised new sanctions against
Russia, and as a result of rounds of sanctions, Russia’s economy has entered into its
downturn. Although Russian President Vladmir Putin expressed his optimism about the
rebound of the Russian economy, former Russian Minister of Finance Alexei Kudrin
stated that mass layoffs early this year implied that Western sanctions were “having a
‘deepening’ effect” on the Russian economy, according to the Center for Strategic and
International Studies. As for China, being a third party in this conflict, China’s foreign
policy on this issue is somewhat divided. According to the World Affairs Journal, China
and Russia signed a thirty-year, $400 billion gas deal on May 21, 2014. However,
Chinese Prime Minister Li Keqiang expressed China’s official position on the Ukraine
Crisis, stating that China respects Ukraine’s “independence, sovereignty and territorial
integrity,” according to the Center for Strategic and International Studies.
Has this tension among Russia and Western countries affected their media’s coverage on
this crisis, and does their coverage rely on official sources who stand for the government
policy? Also, as China being a third party in this crisis, how would Chinese media’s
portrayal of the crisis be affected by China’s foreign policy?
With those questions in mind, this research is aimed at examining three countries’ media
coverage on the Ukraine Crisis, and the selected media include the independent media
organization, The New York Times of the U.S., and two state-owned news organizations,
the Xinhua News Agency of China and the Informatsionnoye agentstvo Rossii TASS
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(TASS) of Russia. I selected these news media mainly because they are considered the
most influential in each country. It is important to note that even though The New York
Times is independent while the other two, the Xinhua News Agency and TASS, are stateowned, they still share the similarity of being the most influential in their countries in
terms of a wide audience.

Literature Review
In the realm of international news, scholars have debated about whether news media or
government sets the agenda of foreign policy. Some scholars contended that news media,
especially the ones in the U.S., have certain independence in news production and thus
could assert certain power in policy making. However, other scholars argued that
government has great influence on media’s newsgathering processes, and news coverage
to a large extent depends on what government officials say on international affairs. While
the question of who leads and who follows in setting the agenda of foreign policy is
difficult to answer, scholars have attempted to unveil the possible interaction between the
news media and the government through in-depth research.
Media and foreign policy
There have been numerous studies on the relationship between news media and foreign
policy. Although studies are divided in their findings on whether the government or news
media dominates in foreign policy, studies from both sides will be reviewed here.
One of the major assertions scholars have made is that news coverage on foreign affairs
tends to reflect the country’s foreign policy (Wood & Peake, 1998, p. 73; Herman, 1993,
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p. 45). Some scholars (Bartel, 1996) examined the influence of government on news
media and found that news media could not change the “labor division” of government
body in foreign policy decision-making process, which means the executive and
legislative still possess the power to decide the U.S. foreign policy (p. 18).
Herman (1993) argued that among all the news topics, foreign affairs is the one on which
media support the government policy the most (p. 23). He also stated that the Soviet press
were criticized by the Soviet official for publishing adversarial comments on the foreign
policy (p. 28). On the other hand, the U.S. often served as “supportive arm of the state
and dominant elites” (p. 25).
Many scholars have also attempted to explain the mechanism of American news media
shaping the U.S. foreign news. Bennett (1990) developed the “indexing” theory by
examining closely the media’s coverage of American policy on Nicaragua in the mid1980s (p. 112), and he found that news media tend to mirror, or “index,” the government
debate and merely reflect the ideas and opinion presented in the debate (Bennett, 1990, p.
106; Mermin, 1999, p. 100, p. 143). Mermin (1999) used the “indexing” theory in his
research on media coverages on eight cases of U.S. military intervention in the postVietnam era (p. 12), and he pointed out that the reliance of media on indexing
government debate is significant (p. 100). Mermin concluded that in the foreign policy
coverage, there were no independent perspectives other than the ones reflected in the
policy debate (p. 143). Kern et al. (1983) used sourcing as a measure of media framing,
and they pointed out in their study that use of non-official sources may indicate
challenges raised against dominant news frames, and they used different sources to
measure the influence of different actors in the society (p. 7).
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Robinson (2002) responded to the “CNN effect,” and he stated that news media coverage
on Bush’s policy of intervention in Somalia reflected more of indexing than the strong
CNN effect, which argues that media could have an influence on foreign policy agendasetting (p. 59). He found when policy is decided, policy makers tend to influence media
coverages towards stances more favorable to them (p. 120).
Some scholars looked beyond government structures and emphasized the impact of
ideology and political order on media coverage. Rachlin (1988) has identified the order of
American society as hegemonic, which means “a certain way of life and thought is
dominant” (p. 24), and the media are greatly influenced by this order (p. 28-29). Rachlin
also noted that the U.S. press’s presentation of news events related to the Soviet Union
has demonstrated the great influence of the U.S. administration and the political culture
of America (p. 93). This means the media coverage became a part of the propaganda of
the government since it fits into the ideology that the latter was proposing. He argued that
the hegemonic ideology has functioned as part of the domestic order of the nation, which
could be found in both international and domestic news (p. 128-129).
However, scholars have also studied the media’s active role in setting the agenda of
foreign policy. Some scholars asserted links between media coverage and public opinion,
and they claimed that those links condition whether news media coverage would be
affected by government policy (Entman, 2004, p. 5). The cascading activation model
developed by Entman (2004) helps explain not only how government preferred frames
spread to the public via media, but also the condition for contesting frames to rise (p. 5).
Some scholars also claimed that news media have a say in the agenda-setting of
government priorities (McCombs & Shaw, 1972, p. 184; Walgrave & Aelst, 2006, p. 93).
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During the Vietnam War, the U.S. military claimed that the negative coverage of the U.S.
press contributed to the eventual defeat (Hachten et al., 1996, p. 145). A scholar also
claimed that the ABC’s stories on Somalia “have signaled to the White House” to take
necessary actions, which led to the U.S.’ involvement in the Somalia humanitarian crisis
during George H. W. Bush’s administration (Mermin, 1997, p. 402).

Sourcing
Many scholars have recognized the impact of sources on newsgathering (Gans, 1979, p.
144-145; Mermin, 1997, p. 388; Rachlin, 1988, p. 131; Sigal, 1973, p. 123-124; Hallin,
1986, p. 8; Wood and Peake, 1998, p. 175; Bennett, 1990, p.114; Soley, 1992, p. 76). As
pointed by Gans (p. 116), “[t]he relationship between sources and journalists resembles a
dance, for sources seek access to journalists, and journalists seek access to sources.
Although it takes two to tango, either sources or journalists can lead…” Gans noted that
powerful sources such as the president of the United States gain access to almost all the
news media (p. 119). Gans also noted that reporters tend to rely on sources that can
provide information on a regular basis, and public officials including the president
become the best available and suitable sources in this sense (p. 144-145).
Mermin (1997) also pointed out in his research that the news frames are affected by both
journalists and sources, and sources are likely to influence the news (p. 388). Rachlin
(1988) also noted that the reliance of the press on government sources reflected the news
media attitude toward government, as they consider government sources as the most
credible (p. 131).
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Many scholars noticed there has been a trend of relying on official sources in the U.S.
media coverage. Sigal (1973) pointed out that many reporters depended on official
sources (p. 54) and the “organizational routines and bureaucratic politics” have a great
influence on the shaping of news (p. 119). He stated that “nearly one-half of all the
sources cited in the sample of Times and Post page-one stories” relied on official sources
of the U.S. government (p. 123-124).
Bennett (1990) also used sources as a measure of the external influence on the news
creation (p. 114), and he argued that the research results showed that news stories quoted
more from government officials (p. 116). Soley (1992) also asserted that there are
“systematic biases” in the choice of sources by journalists (p. 17), which was reflected in
the dependence on government officials. He also stated that relying on experts from the
Council on Foreign Relations has restricted “the range of political opinions that are
expressed” (p. 76).
Zelizer, Park and Gudelunas (2002) have examined sourcing patterns of three newspapers
in the U.S., The New York Times, the Washington Post and the Chicago Tribune (p.
287). They compared the sources used by the three media on the Middle East coverage
across three attributes: the rank of sources consulted (high rank or low rank), the
explicitness of sources consulted (anonymous or named) and the nationality of sources
consulted (Israeli, Palestinian, U.S./other) (p. 292). By examining those sourcing patterns,
they found that The New York Times relied mostly on the US sources when citing
anonymously, as compared to Palestinian or Israeli sources. The New York Times was
also more likely to use non-official sources when it cited from Palestinian, nonanonymous sources (p. 301).
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Horvit (2006) analyzed sourcing in her research on the Iraq War debate coverage, and she
categorized sources by their nationalities and whether they are governmental sources (p.
433). By referencing to the sourcing patterns of six media, Horvit found that there is
indeed a West vs. non-West Bias in sourcing for the news media, as the non-western
news media tend to cite non-western sources, and western news media tended to cite
western sources (p. 438).

News Agencies
As many scholars focused on media comparison within the U.S. or other single countries,
there are few literatures on cross-country comparison that could reflect some universal
characteristics shared by different countries’ media. This research will thus focus on three
media: The New York Times, the Xinhua News Agency and Informatsionnoye agentstvo
Rossii TASS (TASS). The New York Times is independent news media, while both the
Xinhua News Agency and TASS are state-owned media.
The New York Times
Scholarship is divided in whether The New York Times set the agenda of the U.S. foreign
policy or whether the government dominated the Times’ coverage.
Some scholars have found that the U.S. media have constantly presented a perspective
along the line of the U.S. foreign policy (Herman, 1993, p. 30), and for The New York
Times in particular, it relied on government sources when reporting on foreign affairs
(Herman, 1993, p. 26; Entman, 1991, p. 25).
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Herman (1993) stated that both The New York Times and the Washington Post depended
heavily on official sources for international news (p. 26).
Zelizer, Park and Gudelunas (2002) have found that the Times tends to quote more from
US sources than foreign sources, and they asserted in their research on The New York
Times’ coverage on the Middle East that compared with the Washington Post and the
Chicago Tribune, the Times “repeatedly turned to U.S. sources when citing
anonymously” (p. 301). They also found, surprisingly, that though the Times is always
considered as adhering to traditional U.S. journalistic practices, its coverage on the
Middle East showed more bias in favor of Israel than objective reporting (p. 303).
Entman (1991) also noted in his study on the framing of The New York Times’ coverage
on the Korean Air Lines flight shot down by the Soviet Union and Iran Air flight shot
down by the U.S. Army incidents that “for breaking foreign news, official sources in the
White House, State Department, Pentagon, and other administration outposts hold the
commanding influence” (p. 25).
However, some scholars denied the accusation that The New York Times has always
been a passive participant in foreign policy when reporting on foreign news.
Barry (1990) argued in his book on The New York Times’s coverage on the U.S. foreign
policy that the distinction of passive and active participant would be meaningless if we
don’t take it into account the different stages of foreign policy. He stated that the Times
reported more consistently in favor of government policy when it was still in the
formulation and execution stages of the U.S. foreign policy, and it used more foreign
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officials and appeared active in the outcome stage (p. 143). He stated that “the initial
story in foreign policy is more one-sided, less controversial, and more hidden” (p. 148).
Van Belle (2010) also noted that the U.S. government is more affected by The New York
Times’ coverage on U.S. foreign aid allocations than by the U.S. television news (p. 278).
Bartel (1996) also found that The New York Times may influence the congressional
activities indirectly by either stimulating executive branch activities, which “in turn
prompt congressional responses a few days later,” or stimulating more ABC News
coverage, which helps trigger congressional responses a week later (p. 12).

Xinhua News Agency (New China News Agency)
Many scholars have examined the role of the Xinhua News Agency in Chinese foreign
policy, and most of them have asserted a close relationship between the news agency and
Chinese government (Xin, 2006, p. 47; Chan & Lee, 1991, p. 307; Elliott, 1997, p. 11-13;
Chu, 1999, p. 32).
Dial (1976) examined how the Xinhua News Agency, identified as The New China News
Agency in his study, functioned as a dual-missioned agency in China, as both a media
and also a diplomatic branch of the central government (p. 302-303). He noted that
Chinese foreign correspondents often “assumed negotiating roles (p. 303)” in foreign
affairs between China and other countries, and the agency’s publications served mostly as
“internal” materials targeted at the elites in China who made decisions on the foreign
policies (p. 308).
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Chu (1999) stated that the Xinhua News Agency bore a dual function as a “diplomatic
liaison” with Hong Kong (p. 32). Xin (2006) also found that in the early years when the
Xinhua News Agency was firstly established, it was “politically motivated” (p. 47), and it
was the “only legitimate national news agency.”
However, many scholars noted the changes that Xinhua has undergone for the past
decades. Elliott (1997) noted that the news tended to be more about the future, less
negative and less subjective in the 1980s compared to the 1950s (p. 11-13).
Xin (2006) pointed out that because of the commercialization of the media in China,
Xinhua became more professional in journalism, providing more investigative stories on
corruption, fraudulent business practices, in order to compete with the metropolitan
networks (p. 59).
Gang and Bandurski (2011) also noted that the rising of Internet contributes to the change
in China, and the media in China “no longer compose a ‘monolithic bloc’” (p. 60). They
also stated that the Internet was influencing the agenda-setting on major news issues (p.
61), and the Internet made it possible for media, experts and ordinary members of society
to interact with each other in real-time (p. 62).
As for the coverage on international news, Horvit (2006) also found that its coverage on
the Iraq War reflected a less dependence on official sources than the Associated Press, its
presumably more independent counterpart (p. 441). She also noted that Xinhua’s
coverage demonstrated fairer balance in using Western sources and non-Western sources
than the Associated Press and ITAR-TASS (p. 438).
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TASS – Russian News Agency
Scholarship has revealed that TASS, the Russian News Agency, still maintains a close
relationship with the Russian government (Camaj, 2010, p. 649; Rantanen & Vartanova,
1995, p. 218). Studies have also shown that TASS, owned by the Russian government,
relied mostly on non-Western sources when it covered international affairs (Horvit, 2004,
p. 78).
Horvit (2006) noted that the coverage of ITAR-TASS on the Iraq War used mostly
Russian official sources, which accounted for more than half the total sources it used (p.
434), and she also noted that ITAR-TASS, among all the six major agencies around the
world, reflected a strong nationalistic and regional bias (p. 437-438).
Eckler and Kalyango (2012) found that ITAR-TASS’s coverage on the 2008 RussiaGeorgia conflict reflected the news agency’s propagandistic approach in portraying this
incident, as they found that the most prominent theme in the coverage was that of
Russia’s success in the war and Georgia’s defeat (p. 43).
Watanabe (2014) examined the coverage of ITAR-TASS on the Ukraine Crisis in
particular and found that its coverage became more Russia-centered after the Crimean
secession referendum and more favorable toward Russia’s foreign policy (p. 6-7).
An interesting feature of TASS’ international news coverage was that nearly half of its
stories on the United States used to be taken from The New York Times, which greatly
influenced its presentation of the U.S. (Kruglak, 1962, p. 106).
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Other than its coverage, TASS’s function as part of the Russian government was also
examined by many scholars, as well as its transformation into the ITAR-TASS as late as
in 1992 (Rantanen & Vartanova, 1995, p. 213).
Schwartz (1970) found that TASS, just like the news agencies from other communist
countries, served mostly the government, as the latter owned and controlled the former.
Consequently, it wasn’t profit-driven at all (p. 743). Alleyne and Wagner (1993) stated
that TASS, controlled by the government, functioned more as “an instrument of Soviet
domestic and foreign policy” (p. 41). They also noted that the agency started to become
diversified and technical in the 1980s (p. 46). Michiewicz (1981) noted that TASS
operated under the supervision of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet government, and
it was producing news both within the Soviet Union and abroad (p. 52).
Some scholars have found that since the agency was renamed as ITAR-TASS, it
underwent some changes, but it also kept some traditions.
Rantanen and Vartanova (1995) noted that ITAR-RASS adopted a more Western style in
its coverage, though its operations did not change greatly since its transformation. It is
still exempt from taxes, and it has access to the government’s communication technology
(p. 214).
Camaj (2010) noted in his study that even today (from Feb. 2006 to Dec. 2007) ITARTASS journalists still play a more commentary role as they interpreted more than just
presenting the facts (p. 649).

Research questions
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RQ1 – How do sourcing patterns differ across The New York Times, the Xinhua News
Agency and TASS on the Ukraine Crisis?
RQ2 – How do sources impact the direction of the story?
Hypotheses:
H1: The New York Times’ coverage would use more official sources from the U.S., and
the sources overall would support the U.S. foreign policy, which is against Russia’s
intervention.
Although there might be some variation in what different U.S. sources said in regard to
the Russia’s intervention, I expect more reliance on the U.S. official sources and the
overall valence more against Russia.
H2: TASS’s coverage would use more official sources from the Russian government, and
the valence would be more consistent with the Russian foreign policy, which is in favor
of the intervention.

Methodology
I will mainly use quantitative content analysis to examine the sourcing patterns of the
three media and if there are specific positions on the Ukraine issue of different types of
sources.
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Content analysis is defined as “a research method that uses a set of procedures to make
valid inferences from text” (Weber, 1990, p. 9). Riffe et al. (2005) also stated that
quantitative content analysis is “the systematic and replicable examination of symbols of
communication,” which, under measurement rules, can be assigned with values, and “the
analysis of relationships involving those values using statistical methods, to describe the
communication, draw inferences about its meaning, or infer from the communication to
its context, both of production and consumption” (p. 25).
The research that used the quantitative content analysis includes Horvit’s research on the
media coverage of the Iraq War (2006), which compared the sourcing patterns across six
media agencies, including the Associated Press, Agence France Press, Reuters, Xinhua,
ITAR-TASS and the Inter Press Service. Rowling et al. (2011) also used the source as the
unit of analysis, as they wanted to identify major sources that journalists relied on and
examined the perspective of different types of sources, as well as the direction of their
opinions (p. 1051).
The quantitative content analysis I will conduct will be two-fold. First, the unit of
analysis of my research will be the number of paragraphs per source that the three media
used when covering the Ukraine Crisis, and I will code different sources into several
categories for the purpose of comparing them across the three media. Second, I will study
the valence of each source type, which means their attitudes and positions on Russia’s
intervention in Ukraine.
All the paragraphs will be coded by source, as well as valence – positive, negative or
neutral – toward Russia’s intervention in Ukraine. Studies by Horvit (2006) and Rowling
et al. (2011) used a similar method. Rowling et al. (2011, p. 1052) coded each source’s
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statement as “1” if it was congruent with the administration’s messages, “2” if it was
mixed/neutral, and “3” if it challenged the administration’s messages.
Sources from Ukraine, Russia, the U.S., China and European Union countries were
divided into official and non-official sources. Sources from other countries were coded as
either “other official” or “other non-official.” Sources as other media outlets were also
coded separately, as well as the paragraphs that weren’t attributed.

Sampling
I used LexisNexis to retrieve random a sample from The New York Times, the Xinhua
News Agency and TASS. The time period I selected is from February 2014, when the
conflict between the Pro-Russian and the Euromaidan escalated, to December 2014.
The sampling process included selecting news stories by using “Ukraine” and “crisis” as
key words. To obtain an equal number of stories across the three media, I randomly
selected the news stories from the list I obtained on the LexisNexis. I divided the total
number of the stories generated for each news media by 50, which is N, and use (N-1) as
a skip number. I also filtered the section of the Xinhua News Agency to contain only the
political section and The New York Times to contain only the news section. The reason
for restricting the sections was to rule out pure financial news, which is composed under
different principles than international news. The total number of The New York Times
stories generated was 120. For the Xinhua News Agency, it was 1881, many of which
had duplicate records. For TASS, the number was 1135. In all, 150 stories were selected,
and for each news organization, 50 stories were selected.
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Coding Protocol
Part I. Basic information: For each story, I will put the following information into a
spreadsheet accordingly.
A) News source: Put in the news source, as from The New York Times, or the
Xinhua News Agency, or TASS.
B) Headline: Put in the headline for each story in each cell under the A column.
C) Word count: Record the word count of the story as listed by LexisNexis.
D) Dateline: Record the date and time of the story as listed by LexisNexis.

Part II. Sourcing: For each story, I will record the number of paragraphs for each
source, including the total number of paragraphs.
E) Ukraine official: official sources, ie. Government, politicians, authorities,
military personnel
F) Ukraine non-official: civilians, including experts
G) Russian official: official sources, ie. Government, politicians, authorities,
military personnel
H) Russian non-official: civilians, including experts
I) U.S. official: official sources, ie. Government, politicians, authorities, military
personnel
J) U.S. non-official: civilians, including experts
K) Western European official: official sources from the European Union
member countries, including EU officials
L) Western European non-official: civilians including experts from the EU
member countries
M) Other official: officials from world organizations, such as the United Nations
N) Other non-official: civilians from other countries
O) Other media outlets: Another paper or agency, such as AP, Al Jazeera etc.
P) Non attribution: No source was cited
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Q) Total number of paragraphs
Part III. Valence: For each story, I will record the valence of source for each paragraph,
and I will then record the number of paragraphs with each type of valence in the
appropriate column.
R) Positive: Positive toward Russia’s intervention in Ukriane
S) Negative: Negative toward Russia’s intervention in Ukraine
T) Neutral: Neutral about Russia’s intervention in Ukraine
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APPENDIX II Social Media Curation
Due to the lengths of the Tweets, I cut them into pieces, and you can zoom in to read
them clearly. (No need to resize the picture.)
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